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Legislation causes
University to cancel
Memorial Day classes

Election results final;
local school levy fails
Wood County Democrats outnumbered Republicans 7.740 to 6.920 at the polls
in Tuesday's primary election.
Tallies for the 125 county precincts revealed that voters followed state-wide
trends in candidate preferences
John J Gilligan garnered the Democratic gubernatorial nomination by a
3.000 margin over James D Nolan
And John Glenn Jr won 4.526 votes to Sen Howard M Metzenbaum s 3.257
for the Democratic Senate nomination
Denise Dartt. junior lAJ&i, mentted close to 2.300 votes and was selected
as one of two delegates from the fourth district to the Democratic Party
policy conference Art Toalston. a University graduate, won the nomination
for state representative from the 83rd district He will face incumbant Charles
F Kurfess in November

By Mark Dodosh
Staff Reporter
Recent state legislation significantly
increasing payment of classified
employees on holidays caused
Academic Council yesterday to cancel
classes at the I'niversity May 27 until 5
p in for Memorial Day
Classified state employees receive
double time and a half for working
holidays, according to Provost
Kenneth W Rothe
"The law has been in existence for
some time, but is finally being applied
to state universities, said Dr. Rothe
He estimated the cost of a skeletal
staff at $20,000 if the University failed
to cancel classes
"We probably will have to reconsider
next year's calendar to eliminate the
four vacation-free holidays scheduled,
unless we want to lose $80,000." said
Dr. Rothe
About 75 classes meet after 5 p.m.
Mondays No other school in the state
system is holding classes on Memorial
Day. Dr Rothe slated

IN THE KEPI BI.lt AN races. Cleveland mayor Ralph Perk won his party's
favor by a 1.000-vote margin over Peter E Voss
James A Rhodes was an easy favorite in the gubernatorial race as he
carried about 1 200 votes more than State Rep Charles E Fry iR-Springfield>
captured BertDawsonJr was third with 663 votes
Incumbant Delbert Latta won the GOP nomination for congressman from
the tilth district He will oppose Democrat Bruce Edwards
Wood County voters approved State Issue Number One. a request for
equalizing pay of public officers and members of the state legislature Issue
Two also calling for a pay increase for public officers, was defeated The
third state issue which calls lor simplification of ballot language passed by an
overwhelming 10 682 to 3.025 Statewide, only the third issue passed
A local school board levy tailed 2.313 to 2.123 The levy proposed a 7 5 mill
tax. 4 5 mills ol which was renewal Strong opposition in rural areas was
thought to be the cause of the 190-vote defeat.
Bowling Green voters passed a 5 renewal levy tor recreation The tax
should raise $25 000-30.000

Spring concert infeasible
due to late scheduling
Plans (or a spring concert to be held
in the stadium have fallen through
Charles T Kisselle. assistant
athletic director said yesterday that a
stadium concert could be scheduled for
fall quarter.
We would have more time to
schedule some big name entertainment
for the students. Kisselle said
He said the basic reason for the
breakdown in spring concert plans was
that the scheduled date for the concert
i June 2 > was too early in the season.
We wanted a concert for our
students with first-rale entertainment, he added
Kisselle said. We didn't want 1.001
high school kids coming in here and
wrecking the place
Kisselle said the University was
arranging the concert through Belkin
Productions of Cleveland
•Students we talked with weren't
very enthusiastic about the acts Belkin
could provide, but we had a meeting
Monday and decided to go with
Belkin. he said
Belkin offered the I'niversity a
package act of four acts: Aerosmith.
Brownsville Station. Roy Buchanon
and Blue Oyster Cult.
When we got in touch with Belkin
he felt he couldn t promote the concert
in three weeks. Kisselle added.
He explained that Belkin would have
staged the whole concert, and the University would have only provided the
facilities
The producer needs a crowd: he's
taking a risk because he has to put up
money for the concert, he said.
Kisselle said the University was

taking things slow because they've
had trouble with this at other places
"We wanted to provide good entertainment lor students, make a little
money, and keep problems down to a
minimum, he said
its a shame it's fallen through.'
Kisselle added
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In spit* of the rain falling around them, this couple tokos lim*
out to say a few words to each other before hooding toward
class. (Nowsphoto by Michael G. Gone)

THE PROVOST also announced
classes will meet Monday. June 3. the
week designated as finals week.
Council also considered issuing a
supportive statement endorsing the
establishment ol a University Division
of General Studies under the guidance
of the College of Arts and Sciences
Instead, a majority of members
voted to table any such statement until
greater faculty sentiment on the
structure and running of the program
is determined
Dr. John Enksen, dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences, proposed
the I'niversity Division as "a common
program for reorganization and coordination of the general studies
component at the University "
Through an advisory council
consisting of representatives from
each college. Dr Eriksen said he hopes
"to regularize communication and
agreement among the colleges as far
as general courses for freshmen are
concerned "
PEOPLE PRESENTLY connected
with the Modular Achievement
Program IMAPI initially will be
responsible for implementing the
functions of the University Division
Dr. Jerry Streichler. chairman of
industrial education and technology,
disagreed with the college of Arts and
Sciences being solely in charge of the
program.
People who are making
contributions in general studies but are
not in Arts and Sciences are liable to be
left out," said Dr Streichler
He defined the purpose of the general
studies component as "providing the
student with tools such as critical
thinking, problem solving and skill in
communications "
He continued. "Faculty in music,
business and education contribute to
developing these skills and should be
included among those devising the
program instead of waiting to be called
upon by Arts and Sciences."
Dr Karl Vogt. dean of the college of
Business Administration, said he sees
the University Division as "a tremendous catalyst for improved
relationships among the colleges."

Will University join student lobbyists ?
Bv JoanGestl
Editor

Its motto is Let's put our money
where our mouth is."
Its basic concerns include the
minimum wage, sex discrimination in
higher education and the rising costs of
education
A political interest group0 Not quite
It can more aptly be described as a
group of politically interested
students
The National Student Lobby (NSL), a
federation of state organizations,
student governments and individuals,
is concerned with the "bread and
butter'' issues affecting all students
And Student Government
Association (SGAI officers may decide
whether the University should join the
organization and let University
students opinions be made known to
legislators
EXACTLY WHAT IS the NSL and
what can it do for the University?
Prompted by a need for a national

student voice, a group of students
formed the NSL in 1971 A full-time
professional staff, assisted by student
interns, was established to lobby on
issues of strong concern to students
During 1971-72. NSL lobbied for
increased student financial aid.
veteran's educational benefits,
prohibition of sex discrimination in
educational institutions and student
representation on boards of trustees
In 1973, with threats of tuition
doubling at some public and private
institutions, the lobby's top priority
became educational financing
Presently, the lobby is researching
and drafting legislation for new and
more equitable financial aid programs
The lobby's backbone is comprised of
student interests
Pot 1300. the I'niversity can become
an NSL member and receive
congressional records, directories and
information on how legislators deal
with issues in the House and Senate
At each semi-annual NSL
referendum in Washington D.C., University representatives collectively
will be able to cast six votes

hoi a $6 membership fee. individual
students who.join will receive even
more information concerning
legislative bills and a roster showing
how senators and state representatives
vole
RICK MORROW, SGA coordinator
of academic al fairs, will attend an
organizational meeting Saturday at
Ohio State University where student
government representatives and other
interested students will discuss
establishing a state student lobby
The state lobby would work with NSL
in gauging student opinion, but would
set its own membership fees and
totally operate its own organization
Although the idea of a state lobby is
in its premature stages, the University
still has the option of joining NSL
II it joined either, an on-campus
office possibly could be used as a local
annex. Morrow said Although SGA
representatives will attend the Saturday meeting and set the groundwork
for possible University membership.
University lunds-including SGA
money-cannot be used to help pay
membership fees

Incumbents survive
in primary contests
By Don McLeod
AP Political Writer

Indian leader Means to lecture
Indian leader Russell Means will speak Monday. May 20. in the Grand
Ballroom. Union
Means, an Oglala from Porcupine on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South
Dakota, is on trial with Dennis Banks on 10-count conspiracy indictments
stemming from the occupation of Wounded Knee.
A former resident of Cleveland, Means served as coordinator of the
American Indian Center there He is the national director of the American
Indian Movement
.
With Banks. Means helped negotiate the food program demanded by the SLA
after Patricia Hearst was kidnaped
His appearance is sponsored by the Student Government Association ISGAI
and Cultural Boost. An SGA representative said the time for Means' talk will
be set later because of Wounded Knee trial proceedings in St. Paul

Two leading Watergate theories
were tarnished by Tuesday's elections
when office holders seeking
renomination won almost to a man.
and the voters stayed home in droves
The closest thing to incumbent upset
was in Ohio, where former astronaut
John Glenn defeated Sen Howard M
Metzenbaum for the Democratic
senatorial nomination, but even there a
Watergate-tinged income tax question
rather than incumbency was the
question.
Political theorists and party officials
have been saying for the past year that
the Watergate scandals in Washington
would rub off on all incumbents
because of an aversion by the public to
all politicians in office
BUT TUESDAY'S voting went in
exactly the opposite direction
Virtually every incumbent who ran
was renominated. and many were not
even opposed.
Even in Indiana, where the hottest
races on the ballot were US. House
nominations, all II Indiana congressmen, seven Republicans and lour
Democrats, won renomination. Four of
them were unopposed
And it worked that way on both sides

of the ballot. The challengers to the
incumbents in the November election
for the most part will be the same
faces back Irom 1972
In North Carolina three Democratic
congressmen won renomination. and
the rest of the state's 11 incumbent
representatives had no primary
opposition.
ALL 21 OHIO congressmen seeking
renomination won The only new faces
on the incumbent side of the November
ticket will be replacements for retiring
Republicans Walter E Powell and
William E. Minshall.
In Alabama. Rep. Walter Flowers, a
Democrat, was renominated in a
contested race, but all other members
of the Alabama House delegationthree Democrats and three
Republicans- were
renominated
without opposition

Weather
Variable cloudiness and cool
today with chance of showers In
the morning. High In upper 50t and
low 60s. Clearing tonight. Low in
upper 30s and low 40s. Tomorrow
fair. Hlgb in the 60s. Probability of
precipitation 30 per cent today and
K per cent tonight.

Morrow said student honoraries and
other campus organizations probably
will be asked for donations to help
finance the fee.
He also said that students who are
not SGA members can be responsible
for manning the annex and heading the
campus organization.
HOW DOES EITHER the NSL or a
state lobby gauge student opinion?
Jim Haughey, at-large director of
the NSL board, said members
periodically are surveyed on national
and state issues In addition, they may
seek assistance from NSL concerning
campus issues-such as how to gain
student representation on a university
board of trustees
Haughey said that after receiving
input from various colleges and universities throughout the country, the
NSL establishes priorities, and then
lobbies for those priorities in
Washington DC.
RECENT NSL PRIORITIES
include
-Student Financial Aid. Last year
NSL was a decisive factor in the
allocation of an additional $350 in
student aids and in the adoption of the
SI billion Basic Opportunity program
in 1972.
--Airfare discounts. NSL is
sponsoring legislation to reinstate
airfare discounts which would benefit
students, the elderly and the handicapped. NSL claims victory in the
Senate and near victory in the House.

-Sex discrimination in higher
education. NSL has testified in support
of campus child care and the Women's
Educational Equality Act. and has
participated on the state level in the
three-year fight to ratify the Equal
Rights Amendment.
Asked if NSL can affect the University campus-which often has been
termed as "politically apathetic"-Haughey said "definitely."
He said that sometimes students are
incorrectly labeled as apathetic
because they are unaware of current
issues. "That's where the NSL comes
in. It will help make them aware of
legislation that is affecting them, he
said "And in turn, they can help the
NSL by making us aware of their
campus' needs."
He said that if a state lobby is
formed, it will deal only with state
issues and leave national issues to the
NSL
ISSUES CONCERNING legal advice,
freedom of the campus press,
collective bargaining for university
professors and students' rights are
only a few of the issues mentioned by
Haughey as "important and highly
relevant."
Morrow said students may be polled
on their feelings toward a campus
NSL. if we only get 300 students who
want us to become an NSL member,
then there is a need for an annex
here." he said
He also said that any student may
attend the Saturday meeting

University, city to install
illuminated traffic signs
The Student Government Association
i SGA 1 has been given the green light to
proceed with its plans for illuminated
traffic signs at two Ridge Street intersections.
The signs, which may be installed by
fall quarter, will cost the University
$3,422. An estimated $1,000 in labor
costs will be borne by the city
City officials, the University administration and SGA officers have agreed
to install signs which may read "No
Through Traffic" or "No Left Turn" at
the Ridge-North College Drive and
Ridge-Willard intersections
MOTORISTS traveling east on Ridge
Street will have to turn left onto North
College to East Merry Street. They
may travel east on East Merry and
then turn right onto Willard (next to
the Health Center I until they reach
Ridge Street.
Persons traveling west on Ridge

Street may use the same detour or Lot
Li next to Memorial Hall I.
Butch Murnane. SGA coordinator of
state and community affairs, said the
signs, to be mounted on curb poles, will
flash appropriate signals at about
fifteen minutes to the hour, until the
hour
Traffic may proceed as usual when
the lights are not flashing.
LAST YEAR'S SGA administration
originally planned to install traffic
lights which would flash red for 10
minutes at 45-minute intervals. But the
idea was abandoned after the new SGA
members took office.
Murnane said signs with instructions
for motorists will alleviate a traffic
back-up which may have occurred if
red lights were used.
Procedures for enforcing the new
Ridge Street plan are undecided.
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get the tapes
"One year of Watergate is enough."
We agree, but President Nixon's latest move in announcing his refusal
to turn over additional Watergate tapes prolongs the saga of the
Watergate mystery
Presidential lawyer James St. Clair said Nixon's decision is based on
the belief that he has to preserve the presidency from a "never-ending''
stream of requests.
This latest move almost certainly will provoke a constitutional crisis
and the case may well end up in the Supreme Court. But even if the court
rules against the President there is no guarantee that Nixon will even
honor the ruling.
In a democratic society the peoples' elected representatives are
supposed to be servants. There is no doubt that our President fails to
believe in that principle.
We can only admire the strength of special Watergate Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski The House Judiciary Committee also appears at this time to
favor not backing down to the President.
St. Clair says the President will "respectfully decline to comply'' if the
Judiciary Committee issues another subpoena for the tapes
Nixon's arrogance and his refusal to honor subpoenas issued within the
country's legal system will not win htm any support In fact, a few
Judiciary Committee members have termed Nixon's refusal to release
additional tapes an impeachable offense
The President continues to fight a losing battle Yesterday Sen. Hugh
Scott, the Senate Republican Leader and Nixon supporter, said he won't
support presidential action involving any form of immorality or
criminality as the transcripts indicate."
If the President really wants Watergate to end he would turn over all
evidence requested bythe Prosecutor and Judiciary Committee
It looks more like Nixon is increasingly interested in preserving the
President rather than the Presidency. His actions to date are doing more
to damage the presidency-rather than save it.
And as for the Presidential speech in Phoenix, it's a farce The friendly
conservative crowds lined up by the President's advance men showed
their support for Nixon, but if he thinks the rest of the country is stupid
enough to believe he's making a comeback, then he really is losing touch
with reality.
We are sure the Prosecutor and Judiciary Committee will maintain
their courageous battle for the truth in this episode
Bui the President is just killing his own chances for survival.

Lerrers
service

Parks and Recreation Department,
commended the efforts of A PhtO

greeks

"WE'VE HAD groups in the past
who pledged to offer us assistance, but
none of them ever showed up It's good
to know that there are some people
who are concerned about the
environment and are willing to go out
ol their way to help do something
positive."'
Other A Phi 0 chapters involved in
the project included Miami. Toledo.
Capital, and Youngstown State.
A Phi 0 continues its service this
spring with workdays in Bowling
Green each Saturday

While the social Greeks were
running the Beta 500 last Saturday, the
service Greeks on campus were
providing part ol some 500 man-hours
ol work in conjunction with the Parks
and Recreation Department of
Columbus. Ohio lo aid in preparation
lor the opening ol several parks in the
Columbus area
The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega
along with the sisters of Omega Phi
Alpha provided about half of the 80-plus
workers lor this Alpha Phi Omega
sectional project

Matt McGookey
Third Vice-president
Alpha Phi Omega

ARRANGED BY sectional chairman
Mike Curren ol the Miami chapter of A
Phi O. the project work was performed
mainly at Griggs Reservoir I'ark along
the banks of the Scioto River north of
Columbus Bottles, cans, and debris
washed up by the high spring waters ol
the river were picked up along a twomile stretch of the river.
The I'arks and Recreation
Department provided the equipment
and the A Chi (I chapters provided the
manpower
Mr John Walker, director of the

sga bias
I am addressing this letter to all
students and faculty at Bowling Green:
It has recently come to my attention
that some of the elected officers ol our
student government are biased and
prejudiced to a very great degree
THESE individuals are supposed to

be working for the betterment of the
student body But when a candidate for
Coordinator of Involvement, who has
been judged by a Personnel Board to be
the most qualified individual for the
job. is rejected simply because he ran
on a different ticket, well, this to me is
not representing the best interest of
the students

officers will be fair in their selection of
assistants and individuals to fill other
appointive positions like they said they
would!

Reasons were given by the
individuals of student senate as being
•'He was in office last year and didn't
do anything." I believe that he was the
most productive member ol the
steering committee in the last
administration

tournoment

HE SERVED on the Ridge Street
issue, he was chairman of the Crusade
for Mercy, he organized the university
files on campus organizations, he
worked on the possibility ol installing a
WATS line for the students until an
F (' C regulation banned it he served
as Associate Coordinator ol State and
Community Affairs, he worked on the
quarter semester survey, he served on
Faculty Senate committees trying to
help the students, and he handled daily
student or administrative problems
RANDY HATHAWAY is very willing
to serve the student body and the
elected olticials I hope our present

rescheduled
I would like to take this opportunity
to publicly announce that the May 9th
shift of the LAO Mens Best Ball
Double bowling tournament has been
cancelled The tournament will be held
only on May 16th
The reason for the cancellation is
that there will be other activities on
campus this weekend and the
tournament would only conllict with
them There is the James Taylor
concert on Thursday Friday and
Saturday are all ol the various
activities associated with the Spring
weekend So this weekend enjoy
yourself on campus
AS A REMINDER the CAO 3rd
annual Men's Best Ball Double bowling
tournament will be held on May 16th
There will be two shuts on that date.
One .ii 7 p in and one at 9 p m
Cost is $5 per team which is only
$2 50 per person Unlike the pinbail
tournament, it is legal to give cash
prizes for a bowling tournament.
So as an incentive to sign up. we are
giving a quaranteed first prize ol $50
Second prize is $20 and third prize is
$10
Don't miss this opportunity to
participate in the largest campus
bowling tournament The Best Ball
system is fun and gives everybody
higher scores than their average I'AO
has more details

let's hear from you
fhe BG News welcomes all letters tip Ihe editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should he a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions thai exceed these
limns with respect to Ihe laws ol libel .,nd propel taste
Letters and columns must include the author •. name address and
phone number and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BG News. 1(W
University Pall.

Donna Armstrong
Susan Stoll
24 McDonald North

I'AO IS ALSO sponsoring the 2nd
annual Couples Dutch Doubles bowling
tournament on May 23rd
Bill Ryan
Buckeve Room Chairman
LAO

'OF COURSE HE CAN'T READ OR WRITE — HE'S SPENT MOST OF HIS LIFE ON A BUS!'

prison rehabilitation-the great force
By J. McCoy

London Correctional Institute
London. Ohio
Guest Columnist
lEdilor's note: The following is the
first of a two-part series on realities of
daily life in prison and touches on
prison rehabilitation, which he has
labeled a farce i.
Where do I begin How do I a
prisoner incarcerated ever begin to
explain some ol the horrible realities
ot our prisons
How can I a simple man a convict
and a human being, help you to leel. to
see and in understand some ol Ihe
uhjust wrongs lhat exist within our
prisons today Everyday throughout
the country someone, somewhere is
telling you the general publu thai we.
who are confined, have decent living
quarters that we have schools and
educational programs that will help to
better us that workable release
projects are being put into eflect and
that all ol our needs are taken care ol
IN OTHER words they try to
impress upon you thai on an overall
basis we have il made that it s all
there just waiting lor us lo take
advantage ol this opportunity
Bullshit' They tell you how well oft
the prosiners in these I'nited States
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WF. ASK for help, yet receive very
little Everyday, I see someone being
unjustly accused, or mistreated or
going untaught and uneducated
because no one cares 11 you could see

one ol our state s relormatones.
NOW THIS happened to be his lirst
conviction and lirst arrest and this
alone was unusual to he sent oil lo a
state Institution on a first conviction
Moure often than not a person's [Irsl
lelony charge should be probation or a
fine This person ended up doing three
years on thai lirst number lie was
then released worse oil than when he
lirst entered Now he was arrested lor
a second lelony icarrying a concealed
weapon' This was shortly after his
release Irom the reformatory
NOW THIS time the judge decided
that he could be helped and he gave

unbelievable things that go on day after day, things that if you were
confronted with outside you would never put up with."
TO THIS select group ol Officials
who rule us. we are lower than the
common beast and are treated as such
There are nearly 400.000 men and
women behind bars and perhaps, just a
possibility ihat live per cent are being
helped to start a new lite for
themselves
So what about ihe other K per cent,
are they supposed lo just lav and rot in
prison, lo stagnate and to become
more ol a maladjusted peison that
when they lirst entered prison''
Or are we going to try. 1 mean really
try and turn this pom soul who needs

committee
along
party lines

I Hill.

our help into a well adjusted citizen.
who can return to society and begin a
new and rewarding lilc tor themselves
Il only you John Doc ciuzen could just
spend 24 hours in a prison cell
11 you could live an average day ol a
prisoner a lilc and see some ol the
unblievable things thai go on day alter
day. things that il you were confronted
with outside you would never put up
with

"If you could live an average day of a prisoner's life and see some of the
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have it They say that there are
rehabilitation and prison reform
programs Well, lake il Iroin someone
who knows Irom I irsl hand experience.
there is as ol this date no known
workable release, rehabilitation
reform or other programs available lor
the majority ol our brothers and
sisters, nor do they even make an
attempt to help us OUI while we are
locked up
As lor the official! who arc in charge
ol us and our prison system to them
we are only a number, or another case
load, or just another maladjusted
individual who can only be cured by
doing an excessive amount ol time

and leel the bitter loneliness ihe
solitude which is never ending and to
know ol Ihe contempt which the guards
hold lor you. then you would certainly
Surely rise up in arms and demand lair
treatment and better living and cdu
cational facilities
Il ever there was a Hades a place
lor lost souls, then this must surely be
it. lor to be alone is to non exist
Let me give you an example ol our
so-called prison reform A lew years
ago a man was tried and convicted of
breaking and entering into homes and
was sentenced to do live to 30 years at
WASHINGTON-The minutes ol May
1 were ticking away, how ironic, and
yet a small gr> up of men-not much
smaller, though, than the group of men
who mel in Phi'adelphia to declare
their independence Irom a king-could
not agree to call the deliance ol a legal
subpoena contemptible
HISTORY WAS being made in
cig.c etie smoke-as it was made in the
heat, and the buzzing ol flies 198 years
ago One s lirst instinct was to say ihat
this Congress, quibbling in the letid
Washington night, was beneath;
contempt, so Nixon was not guilty ol
that affront
Partisans of the President split hairs
on just how far he had defied the law,
and how lar he should be allowed to
defy the law. and how much any man
should dare to say that he had delied
the law.
Maybe his noncompliance could be
called something softer than
noncompliance Noncompetence"' No.

him what is called shock probation il
he would plead guilty lo the charge ol
C.C W So this person agreed and went
along with the program and was
sentenced to the State Penitentiary,
where alter two months the courts
granted him shock probation Now this
is where we run into problems
Now. although the courts the judge
and this person's ex-parole1 ollicer
ottered to help and granted him shock
probation. Ihe Adult Parole Authority
still held custody over him being thai
he was on parole at Ihe time ol his
second telonv conviction

not quite that, either Here, have a
hair Now. split it.
All this, as the committee members
and their restless audience flipped the
pages of a transcript that reeked with
contempt.
CONTEMPT FOR the people, who
can be confused Contempt for
Congress, which sits on its duff.
Contempt for the press, which Colson
can so easily manipulate Contempt for
the President's own followers, who can
be thrown to the wolves. Contempt for
those who were not as tough as Nixon

Well due to the fact that he was still
under the authority of the Parole
Board and because the Adult Parole
Authority never received word Irom
the courts that this man only pleaded
guilty to receive shock probation, they
counter acted the Judge's order on
shock probation and gave this person
another three years tor committing a
crime while on parole
NOW THIS person had a chance in
court to light this second charge and
win. but being already a convicted
lelon and trusting and believing in the
power ol the court, he placed himsell
in their hands And look what
happened
Three years o I
imprisonment
It may sound hard to believe or
accept, but this goes on everyday The
Adull Parole Authority gave this man a
new charge, another three years, not
because he pleaded guilty, had a new
charge and was given shock, but
because ol the tact lhat he had a year
in a workhouse on a work release
program so he could prove himsell to
the officials that he was ready for
society.
This is an excellent program, but
very few ol us are ever allowed to try
it So you can see. all they cared about
was that this man had a new charge on
him and now must do the time of
imprisonment owed on that charge
There are no such things as
rehabilitation or prison reform
programs
1 have seen and have heard these
people discuss some ol these problems

All they care about it is bending you to
their will, or pushing on you hard
enough until you break
THEN THEY feel that you are
broken and humble enough ihat you
would be loo uptight to mess up again
and have no choice but to stay straight
But this usually backfires and instead
of coming out ol prison a better person
you end up a hard and invective being
who feels he's been persecuted and
mistreated for unjust reasons
Why release us worse oft than when
we lirst entered'' Why don't you help
us. pass laws, spend some time and
merely seek the truth''
Set up some decent workable release
programs and some rehabilitation
projects instead of simply detaining us
for a certain number ol years
You would be amazed at the many
talented people throughout our prisons
that have the ability to write, or
artistic talent, or musical abilities,
minds that want to open up and learn,
things, but are continuouslv denied
THE AUTHORITIES talk about the
good programs that are in effect and
how well they are working, but all the
time there isn't even a decent
educational program set up
Sure there are a privileged few who
are allowed to attend college on the
furlough programs set up lor those who
can afford it and have some sort ol
special training
But this is a very limited and special
group of us and lor the majority, well
we're just out of luck.
(continued tomorrow I

had been in his own congressional
pursuit of Alger Hiss.
Congressman John Conyers chose,
near midnight, to remind his fellows of
this proud body that it was May Day
they were arguing away. Law Day.
How weird that it should end as a
shambles of compliance in the
presidential noncompliance with the
law

night, in the first aim of his transenptrelease-to split the ' Judiciary
Committee on party lines, making
even a letter that calls the President's
noncompliance a noncompliance pass
by a squeaky vote, two Democrats
condemning it as too mild, and one
brave Republican named Cohen joining
in its mildness.

It is too much to think that even the
Hutchinsons will shine in the rebirth of
this Republic from Nixon's selfimmolation?
Probably it is too much; but let us be
generous, and hope. Every benefit of
doubt must be given those who hold
back, briefly, now. Few can believe
what they read in the thugs'
conversation released Irom the White
House.
Nixon is succeeding here, late at

BUT THE .GAME is not over, and
Nixon's further goals are not attained.
So give the Republican committee
members time to think their way down
to the sordid level of the facts that
have been revealed.
After that, if they defend this sad
man's last soiled bit of honor, thai will
be to their own and the nation's
dishonor; and then will be lime enough
to drive them, like Dickinson, from the
hall
Copyright. 1174. Universal Press
Syndicate
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Compack program to raise money

Leckler appointed to SGA post
Kenneth W
Leckler
sophomore (Ed.), has been
appointed to the position of
Coordinator of Communications for the Student
Government Association
i SGA I.
Leckler spoke to SGA
members Tuesday night
before the vote was taken on
his appointment
He
promised to obtain input
from all major campus

organizations and offcampus students, which he
said 'aren't represented too
well '
SGA President Doug
Bugie proposed a plan for
choosing persons for various
appointed positions.
ACCORDING to Bugie
the Personnel Board will
refer two persons for each
appointment to SGA on the
basis of a competency test

and an interview. The Personnel Board's first choice
will have the first chance to
speak to SGA. followed by
its second choice

vote in their choosing
prospective candidates
there will be ho chance
"unjustified'' charges
bias

SGA will then question
each candidate and determine that person's competency before voting on the
appointment. Bugie said
Bugie said he intends to
withdraw from Personnel
Board meetings and will not

The SGA also heard a
report that the Rape Crisis
Center will be located
probably off campus The
possibility of a location in
the I'nited Christian Fellowship i UCF l building with the
Crisis Phone was discussed
The Rape Crisis Center
vould operate independently
of Crisis Phone

newsnotes
Impeachment
WASHINGTON lAPl • The chiel
counsel for the House impeachment
inquiry said yesterday the White House
has definitely not given the House
Judiciary Committee the full Watergate
story and that he would recommend
issuing additional subpoenas to obtain
evidence
Committee Chairman Peter W
Rodino i D-N.J I. said the panel will take
the President s refusal to supply
additional material under consideration and possibly next week will
address itself to the issuance of a
subpoena
Some committee Democrats,
including Hep John Comers iD-Mich I,
are pressing Kodino to support a
resolution declaring the President in
contempt of Congress tor his refusal to
comply fully with the subpoena issued in
April "

School levies
COLUMBUS >AP> - Voters in Ohio
turned down about two-thirds ot Ike
requests trom local school districts tor
additional operating lunds the Ohio
Education Association iOEA> reported
yesterday
The OEA said a check of results Ironi
yesterdays elections in Ohio showed,
voters approved 50 to 130 requests for
more money, or about 38 5 per cent ot
them
About 35 per cent ot the bond issues
and permanent improvement tax issues
proposed and all 26 renewals of existing
school levies, got the nod from voters.

the OEA said
Only 94 of the 207 school issues on the
ballot in the state passed, however, the
check showed.

Trudeau
OTTAWA i APi ■ The opposition
brought down Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau's minority Liberal
government yesterday in J House ol
Commons no-confidence vote, opening
the way for new elections in July
The challenge was tied to the government s proposed budget. It is the first
time a Canadian government suffered a
Commons defeat on its budget and only
the third time a government has been
defeated on the tloor ot the House
Trudeau is expected to dissolve
Parliament and call elections for July 8
He would remain as prime minister
until then

Hearst reward
SAN FRANCISCO >AP> • A $50,000
reward for intormation leading to the
safe return ol Patricia Hearst was
posted yesterday by her parents who
haven't seen her since she was kidnaped
Feb 4.
Newspaper executive Randolph A
Hearst and his wife Catherine
announced through a family spokesman
that no names ol informants would be
disclosed
The $50,000 reward, put in a trust
account in Wells Fargo Bank, raises to
$550 000 the personal lunds Hearst has
put up in hopes ol gaining his daughter's
release. The other $500,000 was part of a
$2 million IIHKI giveaway which tailed to
convince the kidnapers to free Patricia
Hearst

DEPT. OF GEOLOGY
NEW COURSES
FOR FALL, 1974
S100 THE EARTH AND MAN (4)
The relations between man and the earth,
such as geologic hazards, pollution, natural
resources and evolution.

205 GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF MAN (4)
Evolution, classification, distribution,
paleoecology. and geologic history of
prehistoric hominids

of
so
of
of

THE ORIGINAL proposal
to locate the Rape Crisis
Center in the university■
Health Center was
abandoned because the
Health Center closes at
midnight SGA plans to open
the center before the end ol
this quarter
Butch Murnane. junior

iB.A. I and SGA coordinator
of state and community
affairs, said a program to
raise money for Cultural
Boost and other organisations will begin next
September
According to Murnane. the
program, called Compack.
will consist of a package
containing toothpaste, soap,
shaving cream, notebooks,
coupons and other items to
be issued to every student.
Murnane said the package
will be free to students and
SGA will be paid 25 cents for
each package it distributes
In other action, the SGA
proposed bringing a nutrient
expert to the I Diversity next
fall to study food quality and
an efficiency expert to reevaluate the current food
systems

Survey meeting set
Persons interested in compiling a survey to investigate
student opinions about a College of Communications are
invited to meeting at 5 p.m. today In 401 South Hall.
Neil McCormick. senior i Ed. i. said content, form and
survey procedures will be discussed He said Dick Hanes
graduate student, will assist with setting up the survey since
Hanes has studied survey design

Messy can

If a garbage can could walk, it might iceel ever and pick up
the surrounding mess. But then. lh« garbage would only fall
out again, tine* the can it filled to the brim. (Newtphoto by
MichaolG. Grone)

Dunking booth, films, meetings
to highlight Spring Weekend
Got a gripe with the
Registrar or Student
Government
Association
president Doug Bugie'1
You may have an oppor
tunny to release I rustrations
tomorrow at the Spring
Weekend dunking booth
University personnel in
eluding Registrar Roy Clark
and Bugie have agreed to sit
in the booth for 15 minutes
Other booths also will be
set up with the dunking
booth Irom 3-8 p.m
tomorrow in front of Hayes
Hall Proceeds will be

divided among KARMA and
the Rape Crisis Center
Spring Weekend will begin
,ii « pm tonight with the
James Taylor concert
Tickets sold today for the
concert will be $6 They will
be available at the I'nion
Ticket Office and Finder's
Record Shop I'nion Activities Organization tl'AOi is
sponsoring the concert
OTHER UAO events for
tomorrow include a 1-5 p.m
Soda Shop in the Cardinal
Room. 2-5 p.m.. Happy
Hours in the Falcon's Nest

with the Lightnin Dan
Review and In Concert'' at
11 30 p m . I'nion Ainphi
theatre
UAO will provide mid
nighl movies Saturday in the
I'nion Amphitheatre
In
case of rain, the free Minis
will be in the Grand Ball
room. Union The Soda Shop
will he open Saturday after
noon Reduced bowling and
billards rates will be offered
from 1-5 p.m. in the Buckeye
Room. I'nion
Co-sponsored by the Stu
denl Government Asso-

CAREER PLANNING FOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS

BUMPUS-DAHMS &
AL-LYN APTS.

+ SPECIAL GROUP COUNSELING SESSIONS +
SPONSORED BY
THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

FALL LEASES & SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE

TUESDAY MAY 14
1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. — Placement Lounge
Student Services Building
TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED INCLUDE:
1. Use of Placement Library
2. Guidelines for preparation of resumes
3. Portfolio preparation and credential
enrichment.
4. Interview techniques and follow-up procedures.

nation. Spring Weekend will
include symposiums

"Educational Techniques.'
209 Education Bldg 12-3

tomorrow as follows:

pm

-WOMEN,
Concerning
Rape ' 1 :i p.m 114 Education Bldg
Dr Conrad Prltscher.
assistant professor ol loun
dations and inquiry, Educational Reforms," 1M

P in 338 Education Bldg
-Dr Richard Burke, instructor ot loundations and
Inquiry, "Educational Tech
nlques." 1--2 p m., 3M Education lildg
Dr Peter Wood, instructor of education

••DR. JAMES Shulman
KARMA director. "People's
Problems. 12-2 p.m.. 107
HannaHall
-Tom Joyce and stafl
from KARMA.
KARMA
and Drugs." 12-2 p.m , 30b
HannaHall
-lir Peter Kauber. assistant professor of philosophy
"Consciousness Expansion
and Political Consciousness. " 10 am -12 p.m.. 515
Life-Sciences Bldg.

IT WILL BE SINK OR SWIM
AT THE CHI 0 • PHI PSI
BATHTUB RACE ON SATURDAY

• 2 bedroom Units
• Office Open 24 Hours a Day, 7
Days A Week
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

COME AND BRING A FRIEND

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

LAUNCH IS AT 1:30

352-4671

BIG FAT
PANT
SALE
BUY ONE-GET ONE FOR $1.00

THE DEN
M§mMM!m«:Z2MmmiM
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Cruising with Campus Safety

By Carl Remeatky
Staff Reporter
li s probably better we
didn I gel anything really
interesting -this is how n
normally is
The words of Campus
Safety Patrolman John
Helm reflected what had
been a dull Thursday night
last week traditionally a
campus patty night

"Thursday night Is usually
a better nighl lor activity,
but the cold and the rain
musl
have dampened
everyone's spirits.
Helm
said as he wheeled his patrol
car through campus lor the
last lime that evening
Helm had administered
the law lor a Iraffli
violation and
several
parking violations during his
night p.iti ol

LOOK AT THESE
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER
ICE COLD

BEER & POP

HELM HAS been with
Campus Safety tor about a
year and a half and said he
feels a parl of one ol Ohio's
best
campus
police

organizations.
The technical labilities
are very good, and the
personnel are not reject*
as some people think." he
said
He said every Campus
Safety oltirer must have two
ye.us Ol
college or
equivalent
police
expel lence Some, including
Helm, have taken a 10 week
course at the Ohio Highway
Patrol Academy
Campus Safety officers
are sworn in as auxiliary
City police he added
Except
for traffic
Violations on city streets
around campus we don't
interfere outside ot the
campus
unless
we're
requested to. Helm said.
On a normal eight-hour

patrol, Helm drives about 60
miles. "It's an awfully smal
place after you drive around
it for eight hours." he
added.
USUALLY,
he said.
officers on patrol only leave
campus to check University
warehouses on Maple
Street When he cruises the
campus. Helm said he spots
a lot of petty Stuff."
"It's hard lo explain the
way I see things most people
wouldn't notice, he said "I
guess I'm alert because 1
spend eight hours a day. five
days
a
week being
suspicious
I'm even
suspicious off the job
He
added
that
he
developed his alertness
alter becoming a policeman
Helm said he has had very
few people ever challenge
him to the point where he
had to use force. "Once 1
had a guy break down and
cry
about a Iraffic

TO GO

Remington
Styler Dryer

Clairol
Crazy Curl

Shick

Time Machine
Lady Sunbeam
Shaver

Sunbeam
Mist Stick

6.99
L6.9! 13.99
0MrS ,
rvt»»DA>
DISCOUNT I

Joe Darwol

James Taylor

5R00MST0SERVEY0U

In Concert

TAP ROOM

THE BISMARK DINING ROOM

BANQUET AND

BARBAROSA
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

CONFERENCE ROOMS

NOW ONLY

Make Reservations for your special parties.
CATERING FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
163 S. MAIN ST.
353-3251

IF27.88
NOW ONLY

9.99

Newsphotos by

Kaufman's

NOW ONLY

GRAYS
rvtavDA*
3'SCOUV
PRtCf

tremendous
details to
including
descriptions
numbers
Al the end ol his patrol
Helm said he had to do "the
worsl part" ol his jobpaperwork
He said he is required lo
make copies ol all citations
for courts, department
records and the person
cited
I usually have to work
about live or 10 minutes
overtime
because ol
paperwork, he said

UAO PRESENTS
NOW ONLY

8.99

violation." he said.
He added that people do
not realize what they are
doing until alter they are
arrested.
EACH Campus Safety
officer averages about five
or six arrests per month
excluding trallic citations
I Which technically count as
arrests I. he said
Each niInn vanes in
strictness, he added, but no
Campus Safety officer is
very strict
"We have lo
keep in mind that this is a
college campus, he said
Most
incidents culminating in arrests stem
from requests lor investigations ol disturbances, he
said Arrests are died and
cases heard in Bowling
Green municipal court
CONKLIN HALL and
Rodgers Quadrangle are the
noisest dormitories on
campus, he said, but

7.99

»O*IING

can*

OHIC

C.I.

NOW ONLY

11.99

Until we change our decor,
we'll give the Best Price Deals in the B.G. vicinity

NOW ONLY

16.99

Usual depression prices Weds, nite - Plus Live Band
Thursday 2-fer-Nite - up and down
Friday & Saturday - No Cover Downstairs
Plus
Happy Hour Prices! Upstairs & Downstairs

re^Tai
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES

Tonight 8 p.m.

Complete Prescription Service
I el Gray s fill jyour Prescription

Memorial Hall

3S2-7248

Tickets: $6.00

^P«cjals^vaN^bl^hruMi»l2

/tyht&u

Both Day & Nite, both nights
Plus-Pitcher Nite, Saturday

Grayhaven Playing For Your Pleasure!
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Black Swamp study provides

Be a friend to the trees.

first-hand practical experience
By Marcla Cwlk
Spending spring exploring
the environmental problems
of the Black Swamp area
has been the project of
students in the Environmental Studies Cluster
College
The cluster, a component
of the Modular Achievement
Program 1MAP1. is being
tried for the first time this
quarter.
According to Or William
Peterman. director ol the
cluster college, its purpose
is "to provide students with
an interdisciplinary
approach to problem solving
in the area of environmental
studies.
Dr Peterman said that by
putting emphasis on the
Black Swamp area in North-

Correction
An error was made in
yesterday s issue concerning
Faculty Senate elections
Dr Harold Johnson professor ol psychology, was
elected to the Academic
Policies Committee not Dr
Harry Gyman. professor of
sociology, as printed
Also. Di Diane Pretzer.
associate professor ol Romance languages, was
elected to the Personal and
Conciliation Committee, not
the Faculty Welfare
Committee
The News regrets the
errors

western Ohio, students
would become aware of
what problems exist in that
area and the means, techniques and skills needed to
solve them
THE CURRICULUM is
concentrated in three key
problem areas-population,
energy and land use-which
Dr Peterman said he feels
are the "underlying issues of
environmental problems "
He emphasized that the
problems studied are
related to the growth of
metropolitan areas in Northwestern Ohio, such as
Toledo
"We are not studying
environmental problems for
environmental
problems
sake but to bring it down to
a level for people to work
with he said
The cluster college is
team-taught by Peterman
and three other full-time
faculty members-Dr Roger
Anderson, assistant professor ot political science.
Dr Donald Scherer associate professor of philosophy, and Dr Stephen
Vessey. assistant prolessor
of biology
In addition. David
Neuman. assistant to the
University architect works
with the students
STUDENTS in the cluster
college receive 16 credit
hours toward general

Tuesday thefts total
$540 worth of goods
Campus Safety said yesterday that four unlicensed
bikes and three wallets were
reportedly stolen Tuesday
A blue 10-speed Raleigh
Bicycle valued at $140 was
stolen from Kreischer
Darrow bike lot.
Cindy Okuly. freshman
iEd. >. reported her yellow
Schwinn 10-speed stolen
from the Kreischer Compton
bike lot. The bike is worth
$120
A lemon-colored 10-speed
Schwinn bike was taken
from Kreischer Darrow bike
lot. The bike was valued at
$128
A 10-speed white Murray
bike worth $90 was reported
stolen from Founders Quadrangle by its owner, Cynthia
Packard

KAREN Rectenwald
freshman lEd & ws
reported her wallet stolen
from her room in Chapman
Hall The wallet contained
$13 in cash and various
identification cards
A wallet owned by Lorene
White, sophomore i A&S'.
was stolen trom her room in
Ashley Hall Besides identification cards, the wallet
contained $20 in cash and a
$13 check
Campus Safety is also
investigating another stolen
wallet incident in Kohl Hall
Terry Kaschke. junior
i Ed i, told police $15 was in
his wallet when it was
stolen Campus Safety said
they have a suspect in the
case

requirements in natural
science, social science and
the humanities.
Dr. Peterman said they
spent the first five weeks of
the quarter in intensive
classroom activities, including labs, field trips and
lectures. The sixth week
was spent taking conprehensive exams over the
areas covered.
Students are working in
teams of two to four persons
in carrying out independent
studies on environmental
problems within Northwestern Ohio The projects
will be presented for a grade
during the 10th week.
"The idea is to get them to
do something significant of
relative value that can be
used saidDr Peterman
One of these projects is a
"people's park'' being
developed by Kathy Reese,
freshman 1A&S1. and Rick
Ward, freshman i A&S >
REESE SAID their idea
concerns building a park
which would be a "recreation lounge area" either
next to Founders or
Williams Hall
They plan to poll students
using these areas to find out
what they would like to see
done to them, she said
Feedback is important,
because it's the students
campus." she added
Reese said the whole
project will be done with the
environment in mind
working lor it not against
it "
There is a possibility that
their project will be utilized
il the designs are good and
are liked, she said
Concerning the cluster
college. Reese said it was "a
much more interesting way
to learn about the environment than taking a straight
biology course.
"You get each held s
aspect of the problems,
where you ordinarily don t
get the experience.' she
said

Fall schedules
Forms for schedule
requests for fall quarter are
to be mailed the end of this
week according to a spokesman at the Registrars
office
The spokesman said the
list of classes will be available the beginning ol next
week It is undecided when
drop add will be held according to the spokesman

At The Holiday Inn

(Save the News)
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$159

Pioneer 8-Track AM/FM Sys.
16W/chan RMS with 2 air
suspension speakers.
Regular Price-$219.95

3
3
2
11
5
2
3
2

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Sherwood S 7300 (50W/channr
Kenwood KR-2300 (15w/cl:anne
Pioneer SX-727 (35w/channe
Altec 710A (30w/channel
Benjamin R2X40 (40W/channel
Sony STR-6036A (18w/channel
Nikko 5010 (26W/channel)
Kenwood KR-3200 (27W/channe 1)

Jensen 4 Speakers - 3 way
(Reg. Price - $120. ea)

$86. ea

2
4
2
1

New
New
New
Demo

Nikko QSR-4040
Harman Kardon 75+
Kenwood KR-5.140
Sansui QRX-3500

1
2
2
1
1

Demo
New
New
New
New

Sansui QRX-6500
Technics SA-6800X
Kenwood KR-6340
Harman Kardon 50+
Technics SA-6000X

6
4
6
8
4
4
4
2

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

$249.

S399.95
199.95
399.95
375.00
•;99.95
239.95
249.95
239.95

S278.
153.
288.
242.
240.
189.
189.
189.

399.95
479.95
429.95
579.95
749.95
649.95
489.95
249.95
389.95

198.
2W.
263.
469.
609.
519.
389.

''Q.95ea
99.95 ea
99.95 ea
64.95 ea
139.95ea
93.00 ea
55.00 en
60.00 ea

Rectilinear Mini 3
KLH 33 2-way
Electro-Voice EV-14
Audio Monitor 466
Martin Lab. MK II
Jensen 3's 2-way
Harman Kardon 20 2-way
Jensen 2's 2-way

TAPE DECKS
Altec 710A Receiver
30W RMS per channel
(Reg. Price - S375.00)

8
3
6
2
3
2
1
1

New
Concord Mark 7 (Dolby) Cassette
New
Akai GXC-40D Cassette
New
Akai 4000DS Open Reel
New
Teac 355 (Dolby) Cassette
New
JVC RD 1695 Open Reel
New
Pioneer CT-3131 Cassette
New Demo Revox A-77 (10V Open Reel)
Demo
Sony 640B 3 motor, 3 head open reel

2
3
2
4
1
2
2

Demo
Demo
New
New
Demo
New
New

Thorens TD-160C w/Base &' Cover
PE 3015 w/Base & Cover
Garrard Zero 100C w/Base & Cover
Mlracord 660H w/Base & Cover
Dual 1229 w/Base & Cover
BSR 71 OX w/Base & Cover
Mlracord 50!! Mark II

289
72.
68.
59.
35
88
66
29.
45.

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

259.95
249.95
299.95
349.95
249.95
199.95
899.95
449.95

148.
138
220.
250.
186.
132.
670.
399.

215.00
179.95
249.95
219.95
299.95
199.95
282.85

174.
127.
172.
159.
198
118.
199.

60.00
168.95
49.95
45.00
129.95
69.00

36.
68.
36.
25.
79.
48.

TURNTABLES

Children - »325

bALE PRICE

QUAD RECEIVERS

SPEAKERS

MOTHER'S DAY BUFFET
Sunday, May 12
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

••

ODDS N ENDS

Sony 6036A Receiver
KLH 33 Speakers
PE 3012 w/Base 4 Cover
Pickering XV-15/550E
Regular Price - S645.66

$366.

6
3
2
6
3
3

New
New
New
New
New
New

Superex ST-PR0 B-V Headphones
Concord DBA-10 Dolby Adaptor
BSR TD-8S 8-Track Deck
Turner 45 Microphone
J.I.L. 841 FM Car Stereo w/8-Track
Pioneer TP-222 & TS-163 Car Stereo Sys.

SALE: BLANK TAPE BY DOZENS
SALE: COMPLETE CAR STEREO SALE. AM/FM, 8-TRACK, CASSETTE COMBINATIONS
SALE: DEMO'S, SCRATCH S DENTS AND DISCONTINUED GOODS.
ALL WARRANTIES GUARANTEED AND SERVICED BY SOUND ASSOCIATES

Tossed salad - fresh pea salad - heavenly delight rice - assorted relishes - baron of beef - ham loaf - fruit sauce - chicken ala king - jello
molds - assorted desserts (Mille's famous pumpkin bread)

GET MOM OUT OF THE KITCHEN ON
MOTHER'S DAY

OF BOWLING GREEN
1650 EAST WOOSTEB

You can hear us everywhere!
248 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio (419) 354-4322
Also in Cherry Hill. N.J. • Burlington. N J. • Stole College. Pa

• Pennsauken. N.J.
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tike ramps too narrow

Wheelchair vs. curb
Steps, high drinking foun■ins. narrow doors and
street corner curbs pose
veryday problems for
handicapped persons
'/ At the I'niversity. temporary asphalt ramps have
alleviated the curb problem
Jjikers faced, but these
i»»mps are not wide enough
to accommodate
wheelchairs
Following an April survey
Which showed the ramp
width range from 14 to 21
inchi"locations for
widened ramps were
•submitted
to University
President Dr
Hollis A.
Moore Jr
Plans are being formulated to install wider
concrete ramps at most of
these locations. Michael D
Valentine graduate student,
•aid
Before permanent
ramps are installed, the
existing ramps may be
widened.
Two years ago. the Alpha
Phi Omega service fraternity conducted a survey of
architectural barriers at the
University.
They rated Harshman

Quadrangle,
the
LifeScience, Math-Science. Psychology. - Education
Buildings. Health Center
and Library as totally
accessible
Offenhauer
Towers, not included in the
survey, also is accessible
I'NIVERSITY Architect
Richard F Brown said the
Business Administration and
Industrial Education and
Technology Buildings, constructed after the survey
was taken, are accessible
The survey revealed older
buildings cause problems
for the handicapped.
Brown estimated the cost
of eliminating all barriers at
the I'niversity to be $1-1.5
million Money has only
been appropriated lor the
addition ol safety features.
Dr
Moore said
He
explained more students
would benefit from the
safety program than the
barrier elimination
Dr Moore added that he
doubts the I'niversity will
become totally accessible
because of the high financial
cost involved
THE STATE will probably

select educational structures at various levels, such
as technical schools or
junior colleges, and make
one or two accessible in
each category. Dr Moore
said
Dr 'Moore added that
Wright State University in
Dayton would probably
receive state appropriations
for additional improvements
because it is almost toally
accessible
Wright State is equipped
with elevators, curb ramps
and underground tunnels
connecting
classroom
buildings
Handicapped students will
be encouraged to attend
these accessible educational
facilities. Dr Moore said
The
University
has
considered the needs of the
handicapped in recent
building projects and rennovations

TEN

RECENTLY

constructed buildings allow
for greater accessibility.

Key vs. BG News softball
game, 4 p.m. Sunday
MMWM*AAA*AAftAA*MAA«AAAftrtrtA*AAA*rt*AftAAAAAAA*

$

200

IN CASH PRIZES
TO BE AWARDED

at

SUNDAE EATING CONTEST
WEDNESDAY MAY 22, 1974 - 12:30 P.M.
112 S. MERCER at WOOSTER

and when the University
Theatre was remodeled, the
original plans were changed
to make it accessible.
"It is a far more attractive lobby than with steps."
Dr. Moore said
Bowling Green also is
making plans to aid the
handicapped
Municipal Administrator
Wesley Holfman said ramps
at curbs and a non-slip, nontrip surface will be used to
improve
the
sidewalk
surface
"Architects we've been
dealing with are alerted to
the problem ' of architectural
barriers)."
Holfman said.
Barney Cargile. a disabled
I'niversity instructor and
Bowling Green resident,
said
city stores are
generally accessible
Just
furniture
stores
are
crowded.' he said, referring
to the aisle width "But 1
haven't been in that many
stores," he added

Architectural
barrier

Symposium to discuss education
The department ol experimental "'udies will sponsor
a symposium tall quarter on
the future DI education at
the I Diversity
The
need
for
the
symposium was provoked by
the
position paper on
a cadeniic
excellence
released in October by the
psychology department, Dr
Trevor Phillips director ot
the experimental studies
program, said That paper
was one in a Iciiig series ol
papers about the mission ol
the University released by
dilleient groups he s.ml
In the psychology depart
ment paper, certain state
menls were made against
U
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expei imental studies and
other forms ot innovative
education he explained. "I
saw the need lor an
unoflicial commission to
discuss higher education and
where it is going
DR. PHILLIPS said he
has invited live faculty
members to take part with
him in the symposium Dr
Michael Marsden. assistant
professor ot
popular
culture.
Dr
David
Newman
associate professor ol chemistry. Dr
Joseph Qray, associate professor ol German and
Russian:
Dr
Kichard
Burke,
instructor ol
HlllieillllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIHMIII

SUMMER WORK: CLEVELAND, AKRON,
CANTON, TOLEDO.

ENTRY FEE 4.00

MEN AND WOMEN

(All sundaes eaten during contest are free to contestants)

OPEN TO BGSU STUDENTS ONLY
Register and pick-up a copy of the rules at

STONEGATE CO.
will interview for the last time this
year for summer marketing positions.
Excellent pay program with $550 per
month guaranteed. Car or access to
one necessary. Involves no door to
door canvassing or out of town traveling.

today

UMAAMWWMWWVWWWVMWVWVWWV****************************^
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9* CAMPUS MANOR
Model Open...Noon till 5 P.M.

PLACE: STUDENT COURT
4th Floor-Student Services
TIMES: 10:00, 11:00, 1:00, 3:00
DATE: Thursday, May 9th

APARTMENTS
BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S
NEXT TO STERLING

OPENINGS FOR SUMMER & FALL
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS. IN THE FALL
* SPECIAL SJJMMER.RATES
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
• NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
• 2 mln. walk to campus
• 5 mm. walk to downtown
• 25 business establishments at your front door
• Entrance doors secured at all times
• Intercom between apartments & entrance
• Free parking at your front door
• Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
• No car required, save on gas. parking & operating cost
• No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
• Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas
• Friendly Helpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

mini

intiM

nimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiMiMiiiiiiii

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

foundations and inquiry, and
Dr. Michael Doherty professor of psychology
"I invited live faculty
members who 1 knew were
really interested in this
subject and who had delinite
views on it." Dr Phillips
said
I hope to produce
some sort of paper at the
end of the symposium which
will take its place in this
long lineol position papers.
' We hope to actually
come up with some material
that can be of use to the University, he added.
The symposium will meet
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m
Although no credit will be
offered lor participation
each ot the six faculty
members has agreed to
sponsor any individual Stud)
that may arise out ol the
symposium for a negotiable
number of hours. Dr

ENTER THE
UAO MAY
BOWLING
TOURNEYS
IHrlliniMII'UIIHIIIIt'
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Pagliai's

I

Phillips said
ATTENDANCE at the
symposium will not be
mandatory he added but
enrolled students will be
expected to contribute their
time and views on a regular
basis Interested students
also should read The Final
Report ol the Carnegie Com
mission on Higher Education" during the summer
Dr Phillips said
The experimental studies
program also will oiler II
seminars, each worth lour
hours credit, fall quarter
The seminars include
"Concepts ol Counseling
Minorities in Higher
Education
and "Methods
and Dynamics of Minority
Tutoring,
both conducted
by the staff ol the ethnicstudies program and Edu
cation and Minorities,
taught by Dr
Hunter
Boylan. assistant director ol
the student development
program
Chip
M a y h u e.
an
instructor at Miami I'niversity. will conduct the
seminar. "Gay Liberation
An Introduction." and Dr
Anita Skeen. an instructor
from the University of
Kansas, will conduct "The

Small Town in Modern
American Literature."
Both May hue and Dr
Skeen are former University
faculty members
OTHER seminars ottered
are
"Existentialism and
Religion in Dialogue
by
Di James Bacik instructor
in experimental studies
Fantasy and the Human
Spirit, by Dr John Cooper
an instructor Irom Findlav
College.
Introduction to
Computer Music Synthesis,
by Dr Gary Nelson in
structor ol composition and
history
Macrame as a
Popular Art Form, by Amy
Trimble, graduate assistanl
in popular culture
"Perspectives on Asia,
by Dr L Edward Shuck
director of
international
programs.
Women's
Lives." by Sandra Wright, a
consultant
for
the
department ol continuing
education and I'm 0 K
You're O K -What s It All
About?" by Dr John Piper
associate professor of health
and physical education
Interested students can
register lor the symposium
and seminars alter May 15
in 541 EducatonBldg

NEW HOURS
Thurs., Fit, Sat.
4 - 2 a.m.
Sun. Thru Wed.

4- 1a.m.
"llllMHMMMIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIItmiimiH'Min

- FEATURING Char Broiled Sinks »d
Chops
Full Course Family Dinner
i: VARIETIES
PANCAKES « WAFFLES
Open Tuts thru Sat. ?:3M
Sundays 7:30-7:00

Looking for
something to get
Mom?

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

Try

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

The Orange
Door
Unique Handcrafted
Gifts
105Tues.tr.ru Sat.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M.

"Cablevision Available"

352-9302

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

EVENINGS
352-7365

Th« long steps Uoding to »h« Man's Gym entrance it just on* example of the
everyday problems persons in wheelchairs face at the University. Some
campus buildings are equipped to accommodate the handicapped
(Newsphoto by Michael O. Grone)

10-5 DAILY

Myers 1S34S Sasrf Kskje ltd.
4th house W of Rt. 6

HAVE
A
BALL!
COME OUT TONIGHT
AND HELP US
CELEBRATE!!

VARSITY LANES

PUTT PUTT
H13lata.si_lt.lh.

© 1974.

PPGCA

The ALPHA GAMS
are going NUTS
over their

BABY SQUIRRELS!
JOANNE ARN0LDI
KIM CLARK
PATTI CRANE
JAN DEPAOLO
JUDY FUCKINGER
MARY BETH L0WRY
DEBORAH MESSMER
KAREN MEYER
CATHY MILLER
GWEN PARKS
ELLEN PLATTEN
SANDY ROSS
JANE SALTSMAN
ANNE WESEL

Thundoy. May », 1974, tfc. M H^n/fm&, 7 *

TONIGHT
ONLY!!!

TONIGHT
ONLY!!!

:

LASALLE^S
COLLEGE NIGHT

You're Invited

TUIIDCnnV MAV Qth

THURSDAY MAY 9th, 1974

CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

APPLY and CHARGE TONIGHT

SAVE 1/3 ON FASHION PANTS

BROKEN SPORTSWEAR
CLEARANCE

• CUFFED IN SPRING PLAIDS
ORIG. 16.00 -ONLY

$ 199
!

CHOOSE FROM
JACKETS. SHIRTS. PANTS AND TOPS
ASSORTED COLORS IN BROKEN SIZES 10-16

9

ALSO SAVE ON SOLID PANTS

REG. 7.00 TO 40.00

ONLY

$099
0

TO

O

CHOOSE FROM SLEEVELESS AND SHORT
SLEEVE TOPS IN MACHINE WASHABLE FABRICS IN SOLIDS. STRIPES. IN SPRING COLORS.

ORIG. 8.00 EACH

$ 00

2/ 9

25%

ALL
MARKDOWN DRESSES

JUNIORS ASST. COTTON TOPS
• POLYESTER/COTTON
• PLACKETS. POLO. PULLOVERS
• RED. WHITE, NAVY, YELLOW. BLUE,
PINK. ORANGE
• S. M. L
ORIG. 7.00 TO 10.00 EACH

2/«8

00

PROGRAM SELECTOR
COMPLETE WITH 2 SPEAKERS
HEADPHONE JACK
PHONOGRAPH AND TAPE JACKS
COMPLETE WITH 2 SPEAKERS

REG. 99.95 EACH

sggoo EACH

SWEATER CLEARANCE

NOVELTY T-SHIRTS

ORIG. 9.00

*1"«.

ONLY

KEMPTON BANLON
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT DRESS SHIRTS

4 BUTTON PLACKET IN WHITE. LT. BLUE, NAVY,
YELLOW. BURGUNDY. S. M, L, XL.

PERMANENT PRESS
SOLIDS AND PATTERNS

YOUNG MENS
SLACKS & JEANS
DENIMS. CORDUROYS, BRUSHED DENIMS
28-36 WAISTS

ORIG. 7.50 TO 14.00

$299
MAIN FLOOR - TRENDSETTER

REG. 7.00 TO 8.00

NOW

MAIN FLOOR - MENS

SPORTCOAT SALE
SEERSUCKERS. SOLIDS, STRIPES, PLAIDS
2 BUTTON MODEL
38-42 SHORT
DCR Anno
REG 40 00
36-46 REGULAR
39-46 LONG
TO 55.00
POLYESTER/COTTON BLENDS

ONLY

29" TO 39"
MAIN FLOOR-MENS

TONIGHT AT

$599

1 POLYESTER/COTTON
> PERMA PRESS
> SOLIDS-PASTELS-DARK TONES
1 S-M-L-XL

99

$

T()

SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS

141* TO 17
REG. 8.50 TO 9.00

$

$399

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

2ND FLOOR - YOUNG JUNIORS

1/2 OFF
CHOOSE FROM PANTS, JACKETS, TOPS
SIZES 6 TO 16
SAVE 5.00 TO 22.00
REG. 9.00 TO 44.00

$ ^90
!

5

MIX AND MATCH AND SAVE ON
TOPS, VESTS, SKIRTS. JACKETS, AND PANTS

ORIG. 11.00 TO 30.00

$499 T $J499

!£ULAR
229.95

ORIG. 7.00 TO 14.00

1" EA.

FAMOUS MAKER
DENIM COORDINATES

SAVE Yi ON
COORDINATES

1 POLYESTER BLENDS
> ASSORTED COLORS & SIZES
< MACHINE WASHABLE

$

'5

99c . $599

ELECTROPHONIC QUADRI STEREO
RADIO/PHONO WITH
8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER

SAVE ON
FASHION BLOUSES

*1»»

MAIN FLOOR - MENS

NOW ONLY

MAIN FLOOR - COUNTRY STORE

BLOUSES IN SPRING SOLIDS AND PRINTS

50

ORIG. 3.00 TO 15.00

99
$
$
ONLY
3"
TO
21
MAIN FLOOR - COUNTRY STORE

$1 iOOO

SAVE 50% AND MORE ON T-NECKS

CHOOSE FROM T-NECKS, CARDIGANS, CREW
NECK, PULLOVERS. A WIDE ARRAY OF COLORS
AND SIZES.
MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

$499 TO $J99

NOW ONLY

GREAT FOR SUMMER COVER-UPS

$299

-,2/«9

WOOLS. ACRYLICS, BLENDS
IN
CARDIGANS. VESTS, TURTLENECKS

■ AM/FM/FM STEREO RADIO
> DELUXE BSR RECORD CHANGER WITH DIAMOND
STYLUS
' STEREO HEADPHONE JACK
1 8 SPEAKER FULL RANGE AUDIO SYSTEM IN 4
ENCLOSURES FEATURING CELLULAR HORN
DIFFUSERS
R

2. AM/FM/FM STEREO RADIO

ONLY

A VARIETY OF STYLES AND
COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM • MOSTLY
BROKEN SIZES SO HURRY TO SAVE

BETTER MISSES
SWEATER CLEARANCE

NOW
ONLY

00

1.8 TRACK STEREO TAPE PLAYER

$599

2/ 10 00

BRAS, BRIEFS, PANTY GIRDLES

REG. 9.00 TO 50.00

FAMOUS LLOYDS COMPONENT SYSTEMS

MAIN FLOOR - COUNTRY STORE

NOW

NOW

2ND FLOOR - FOUNDATIONS

2/40

REG. 8.00 TO 12.00

TO

$

20%0 OFF

ORIG. 9.00 EACH

SHORT SLEEVE COTTON KNIT TOPS IN RED,
WHITE. BLUE AND SOME PASTELS. GREAT TO
WEAR WITH JEANS & SHORTS. HAND & MACHINE WASHABLE IN S, M, L.

$499
ONLY

COMP. AT 6.00-7.00

ENTIRE STOCK OF REGULAR PRICED
MISSY AND HALF-SIZE DRESSES, JACKET
DRESSES. LONGS. AND PANTSUITS
SIZES 10-20 AND 14'/j-22tt
2ND FLOOR - FASHIONS

•ASST. COLORS
• BROKEN SIZES
• ALL PLAIDS

ASST. STYLES AND COLORS AND FABRICS.
GREAT SAVINGS ON LONGS AND REGULAR
LENGTH DRESSES. BROKEN SIZES 5-13.

100% COTTON KNIT TOPS

All Pants

1

JUNIORS
LONG SLEEVE BLOUSES

OFF

BODYWEAR BY RIDA
SLEEVELESS TURTLENECK OR PLACKET FRONT
100% NYLON IN
WHITE. NAVY. PINK. LT. BLUE, YELLOW

MAIN FLOOR-SPORTSWEAR

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

JUNIORS

$499

ONLY

JUNIORS

20% OFF

ORIG. 13.00 TO 14.00

$099

PLAYWEAR TOPS

SALE

107/1

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

GOLF SHIRTS
BUTTON PLACKET WITH COLLAR POCKET.
NAVY-GOLD-BURGUNDY & WHITE WITH
STITCHING • PERMA PRESS

COMP. AT 9.00

ONLY

$C90
9

SUPREMACY
DRESS SHIRTS
NO IRON POLYESTER/COTTON IN
SOLIDS, STRIPES, PATTERNS
SIZES 14'/? TO 17

REG. 6.00

$ 00

2/ 9

OR <4.99 EA.

MAIN FLOOR - MENS

MAIN FLOOR-MENS

FAMOUS MAKER
CUFFED LINEN SLACKS

SPRING LIGHTWEIGHT
OUTERWEAR

REG. 14.00

ONLY

$1fl99
1U

BELT LOOPS • MACHINE WASHABLE
PLAIDS IN BLUE, BROWN, GREEN
32-40 WAIST
MAIN FLOOR - MENS

50950 OFF
$4 99

SOLIDS, CHECKS,i. PLAIDS
PLAIDS
u
ORIG.
9.00 TO) 18.00

TO

MAIN FLOOR - TRENDSETTER

LASALLE*S

Po«,el/Th.»GN.w., Thwrtdcy. Moy 9, 974
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tv

highlights
TONIGHT'

"*•*
I'ary Grant and Sophia Loren

4 p.m 'Houseboat
Channel 11.

11:30p.m. PLAY IT AGAIN BOGIE-Humphrey Bogart in
reminiscences and film clips Channel 24
TOMORROW
4 p.m. "The Natty Prolessor ' with Jerry Lewis Channel
11.
11:30 p.m IN CONCERT with Emerson. Lake and
Palmer Deep Purple Eaglet. Seals and Crofts. Rare
Earth among others Channel 24
SATURDAY
4 pm. GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS proliles jockey
Eddie Arcaro Channel 9.
9 p.m. "Giant'" i Part I i-a saga ol modern-day Texas With
Elizabeth Taylor and Hock Hudson Channel 13

SUNDAY
3.30 p m. National A.M.

Gymnastics Championships

Channel 11
9pm
Vicky"- a drama about the despair ol the mentally
ill Channel 9

MONDAY

8pm SOl'NDSTAGE SEALS AND CROFTS Channel}?
10 p ni MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT-the story ol toe
1960 presidential election Channel 50
TVESDAY
4:30p m

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" t'ljannel"

11 30 p in Johnny Carson hostl l.i/.i Minelll anil Fred
Astaire Channel 13
WEDNESDAY
l p in Cited -life in women's prison channel 50
11:30 pin PHYLLIS DII.I.ER S 102nd BIRTHDAY
PARTY Channel 24

New News staff
chosen for '74-75
Chuck Eckstein, sophomore IA&S and BA i and
1974-75 business manager ol
the News, and Curt Hazlett.
junior i B.A.i and 1974-75
editor, have chosen their
stalls lor the upcoming
year
The stall will assume its
duties Monday
Rick Kredecker. junior
I! A i. has been appointed
advertising manager and
Leslie Rothenherg sophomore i B. A. >. sales
manager Completing the
business
stall
are
advertising salespersons
Ken Jackson, junior iH.A I.
Linda Baus. junior iAabS>.
ami .loc Wollei freshman
iB.A
RE-APPOINTED managing editor is Hose Hume,
junior IBA.I Completing
the editorial board are
Mania shinier, junior
i Ed i,
executive editor.
Barb Silver, junior I B.A.i.
news editor, and Carl
Remensky
Iresliman
i B A >. editorial editor
Stall
reporters will
include
Hick
Bensmen.
junior i Ed I, Mark Dodosh

BADDOG
IS BACK

junior iB.A. and A&Si.
Cindy Smercina. Iresliman
i Ed. i. Dave Davis, sophomore iA&S). and Marcia
Cwik
junior <B.A
and
A&S>
Photo editor Michael G
Grone. junior i BA I, will be
assisted
by
Michael
McNerney. junior iB.A.i.
and Daniel Feich, sophomore IA&SI
The sports stall will
include Mark Glover, sophomore iB.A I. sports editor:
Dick
Rees.
freshman
IB.A.I.
Dan Garlield
sophomore
IBA.I.
and
Jerry Masek
sophomore
iB.A i
assistant sports
editors: Pete Englehart.
junior iB.A. I, sports writer,
and Laura Leach, sophomore
i B.A.i.
women's
sports writer
Kathy Murray, sophomore
iB.A l. will be copy editor
Her assistants include Debbi
Grose, junior i HA. i. Chris
Wasserman,
freshman
iB.A I, and Jan Mclntire.
sophomore i A&S i
Make-up editors
Lynn
Dugas. sophomore i B.A.i.
and Patty Sinn sophomore
i B A I, complete the staff.

1 NS HI

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

f B
c A
0 s

( opr '74 On 1 rfanim Corp.

ACROSS
1 Covered walk.
5 Hom of •
croKent moon.
o Produce.. •• fi.h
„-,
11 Furnace flue.
13 Re.lnou.
■ub.tanre.
14 Horned
•ntelopei
16 Coblet parti.
17 Bealt. ol burden.
19 German
pronoun.
20 Site of ancient
Olympic..
21 Part, of .klrt..
22 1 knou : Lai.
23 One of the
Gabon.
24 Flood.
25 Come to a .lop.
26 Pertain (to).
2fl Early Greek.
and Roman..
M Dinner di.h.
32 Cily oinh of
the Sahara.
35 Sewed.
39 Goo.e.
40 Over.
42 Compa.. point.
43 Shakespearean
Hi,,
44 Lai
.
45 Seasoning.
16 Type of beret.
17 Of ihe rheekbone.
IB Swill.
49
over on
icheat).
51 Sea mail..
53 Went lo sea.

54 Defendant of
Shem.
55 Tennis rourt
Items.
56 Lairs,
DOWN
I Type of TV
.how.
2 Confer..
3 Wlie bird..
4 Collection of
anecdote..
a >.'•<• nari in
mined ala*.
window..
6 Ref. relative..
" Health retort.
8 Lane-billed
bird.
9 Poalpone
Indefinitely.
10 La
11 Expand by
preiaure from
within.
12 Apartheid
eaponent.
13 Eaprea.
contempt.
15 I'umpi.
18 Rare African
antelope.
21 Disrowse.
22 Trie, to find.
24 Brave, bold.
25 Harve.l By.
27 Bower.
29 Cull a certain
way.
31 Made reioluta.
32 Jou.ti.
33 High itandard*.
34 Re.idenl of a
Florida city.
36 Relative, of

"
38
«
44

'
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

At The

GIGOLO
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
•
:

ri

■mi

This Coupon Good
For One Free Admission

:!

at the

GIGOLO

l
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Mother's Day Special

This Weekend
Friday, May 10 & Saturday, May 11'

Thursday, May 9,1(74
There will be a Women i Tennis Team Match today at
400p.m. at Wayne State.
There will be a Women' i Lacroue Game af abut Ohio
Wealeyan today at 4:30 p.m. at Sterling Farm
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet tonight
at 7 30 p.m In the Capitol Room of the Union. Steve
Armstrong will speak on Mtaalona.

*•••••••••••••••
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9th RECORD WEEK!

Best Picture of the Year1

^
T^

7 15 & 945 • Sat & Sun Matinee • 2:00 & 4 45 »f

WINNER OF 7 ACADEMY AWARDS!

aj-

PAUL
ROBERT
NEWMAN REDEORD

Not The Heat Of A
Flame But The
Heat Of
Your Body
Releases
The Scent.

**&*.

AC.IORf',1 |\)YHIII HIM

THE STING PG
CINEMA n
Evenings

7 20 & 9 45

HURRY! HURRY!
ENDING SOON!
• Sat & Sun Mat ■ 2:00 & 4 45

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWINGI
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT ■ 12:00 P.M
NO PASSES

All Seats $3.00

*
*
*
*
*

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

MIDNIGHT MOVIE!
All Seats $2.00 Tickets on sale at 1130
Speaker System By Voice of the Theatre!

•

THE CONCERT
FOR BANGLADESH
The Greatest Concert
ol Tho Decade!
NOW YOU CAN SEE rr
AND HEAR IT ... AS tr
YOU WERE THERE"

■m

■!■■■-

aota outturn
■II mvcm
iion nMiu
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She &owJ* guff
525 Ridge St.

THE
EXORCIST
CINEMA I

Reg. $3.75.... Now $2.50
Reg. $2.75....Now $1.99

rVeslo/McDona/d

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES - JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
"Cablevision Available"

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

■»'«.« 1K1

•HI ussus". uiu MUIIB
*\« ID o»vr> OMimxii
HUmUHM IUMUMM

?0fh (.rtlury in i.lrow

ItcWnkr* [(jl

)f '*** *A Ato'to+iritirlrirjr

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248
Hows 9 1? & 1 5 Mon thru Fri
Sat 1 5

The Christian Science Organisation will hold a
Testimonial Meeting tonight at 6 SO p.m in Proul
Chapel Open lo all.
__^___
The Committee In Support of the United Farm
Workers will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m In room 107
Hayes Hall
RIDES

Dan 2-0341

Need a ride to Leilngton.
Ky. or anywhere close,
on May loth or 12th. Call
372-3676.

4 people to sublease
house summer qtr. Close
to campus, cheap 3510027

Ride needed
South Bend or
Friday May
share expenses
4289

Need 1 f fall qtr only
House on Ridge St. 866
mo 371-1316QT 371-1504

west to
Chicago
10. WiU
Rod, 352-

Couple nd ride to & from
O.U this wkend Call
Doug at 552-7222 or 3714482

1 or 1 f. mums to sublease for summer - Univ.
Village.
Call
152-0636
afterS.
One f. roommate Haven
House next yr 352-9110

LOST AND rOLND
Lost:
Female Calico
kitten. 7 mo old. Vicinity
of S2» E Merry. Phone
352-9134-Reward
Lost Orange male cat,
leather collar. Please
call 382-883. Answers to
"Donovan."
HELP WANTED
Hostesses,
waitresses
and grill cooks. Part
time Call 352-8332.
Barmaid,
part
time
nights. Must be good with
people (3 hr. start. 18
mm from BG Ph. 871,
7941, 44 p.m
Houseboys wanted lor
fall quarter Call 2-2387
or 2-2588.
Coed to live in. room <i
board In exchange for
babysitting 1 light housework
Summer and or
fall Call 823-7852 local

Summer
f.
rmmt.
needed. Own room. 354*
3H3
SER VICES OrTERED
CUSTOM
ENGAGEMENT RINGS by
PHILIP MORTON. THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER, SIS
Conneaot.
For
your
PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: portraits, passports, applications
and
etc.
Weissbrod Studio 123 W.
Wooster Ph 354-9041
GUITAR STRINGS Buy
your guitar strings by
mail and save 10%. Send
for free string price list.
Amster Music. 1614
Lavaca, Austin. Texas
78701

TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East, The Far
East. Africa or practically anywhere" EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you Iind the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go Phone us toll-free,
14 hours a day. at .800i
223-3569
PERSONALS
ATTENTION SENIOR
CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS.
TONIGHTS
DINNER
BEGINS
PROMPTLY AT 6 30
P.M. WE WILL MAKE
EVERY EFFORT TO
COMPLETE
THE
PROGRAM AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE SO THOSE
WHO HAVE TICKETS
FOR THE CONCERT
WILL BE ABLE TO
ATTEND
IF YOU
HAVE
NOT
CONFIRMED YOUR
ATTENDANCE AT THE
DINNER. PLEASE
CALL 372-1166
SEE
YOU AT PETTTS UPSTAIRS • AT 6 SO
P.M
Bev and C. Miller Here's a big congratulations kiss and hug on
going Greek
Love,
Bridget. Chris. Lisa.
Debbie.
The Owls are hooting
cause under their wings
they have Cathl Doyle.
poor little thing Love.
Gamma Gamma
Cathi. Congratulations on
going Chi-0 in a very
special way Wishing you
love and happiness,
Chris, Lisa. Sue Bridget.
Dawn, Debbie.
The Brothers of PI
Kappa Alpha congratulate their New Active
Little Sisters.
Congrats Puff and Herm
Wishing you both much
happiness in the future.
Love, third floor.

Scott

4 man, 2 person apt for
smr Inf call 352-6998

Kappa Sigs. Get psyched
for the Hun Party Get a
date

Sublet 2 man apt Furn .
a c 3190 mo util inc
(Campus Manon 2-1724

Shop Vatan's for Mothers
Day 109 N Main

Sublease 1 bdrm., furnished apt., air cond..
pool, reduced summer
rate Call 352-8589 after
4:30.

Need tickets for Indy
800? Get forms in UAO
office
Treat MOM to a luscious
dessert or coffee cake on
her day Irom ths Orange
Door Order by Thurs
Myers - 15348 Sand
Ridge Rd
Waitresses over 11
needed lo work 11-2 p m
and 5-9 p m. Apply in
person
Northgate
Lounge. North Mjm Si
Plates and rings lor
Mother Vatan's. 106 N.
Main

Summer sublet, furn 2
bed. apt . AC . close to
campus 352-6957

BUS STATION CARRY
OUT - Next to Hydraulic
Rm 500 Lehman.

Greenview - 2 bedroom
apt to sublet Call 3526036 between 6 30 p.m.
and 9p.m.

FOR SALE

CAMPUS MANOR Special Summer Rates - a few
left for fall Call 352-9302
from 1-5 and 352-7365
evenings

200 watt electrophomc
stereo, tape player. AMFM, 2 air suspension
speakers 125 dollars, got
to sell. Call 3526787 or
3524154
63 V W 4 sale Call 3526784 after 5:30 p.m.
1968 Chevelle SS Excellent condition, many
extras. Ph 372-5848.
1970 VW, 4 speed, radio,
sun roof, good tires. Call
352 0685
27 inch 10 speed bicycle
"Brand New." never
been ridden, 880 or best
offer Call John. 352-6787
anytime after 6.

You were a SMASH
Bash' Love, the Alpha
Gams.

New Harmony 5 string
banjo, also Zenith
compact stereo in excellent condition. Call
Rob, 354-9313.

Person needed to share
apartment for summer
at Thurstin Manor Apis .
Call John at SM-7868

Row, Row Row your tubswiftly across the pond.
Chi-O's - Phi Pel's team
It up If we sink we'll hit
the great beyond'

Color organ. 3 channel.
14x17x11 cabinet 815 95.
Call Tom, 371-1297

] male roommates to
share apt. this summer
1180 ea.
for entire
quarter. Call Dave B
352-5M6

Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy
terminated bv
licensed certified gyne-

Brig + Nanc. breakfast
A350I sure beats stop 338
Thanks a lot. Hoddy.
Turtle. Nats,

cologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect M hoar service.
116-431-1587

Congratulations Cutcher
Use smoocher on your
Miss Congeniality"
award in the Miss
B.G.S.U
pageant
AXs.

F. rmmt. needed. Sm.
and or fall 143 50 each
per mo. and nul Call 3518745 before 11 30 am
Need to sublease Buff
Apts next year US mo
Larry 371-4383
Someone
sublease 1
person apt
summer,
Cl spot k furniture. I
ible Leave message.

Need to talk? Detritions?
Call at at EMPA for
Pregnancy Aid 351-4234
M 11-1; TWR 6:30-8:30: F
M.
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET

"Legs," it was all you at
the Derby! It was really
1st rate. Love Baby.
Alpha Chl's. Thaaka for
the boner of being Alpha
Cat Man Of The Year-

Apt for 3 students 1 Ig.
bed. Near campus. Ph
352-7166
LOOKING FOR AN
APARTMENT" TRY
OURS. 8th Street Apartments 803 to 815 8th
Street 2 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned.
8210 mo for 9 mos 3195
mo for 12 mos Call 3520717 lor further information.

Playing the recorder Is
easy Free catalogue, recorders, recorder music.
Beginners'
Pear wood
Recorder.
Instruction
Book
111*5
Amster
Recorder Co
1614H
Lavaca. Austin. Texas
78701.

WANTED

each 3 persons 879 50
each Ask about summer
rates

To my man for all years,
congratulations on being
picked Alpha Chi Man Of
The Year - Connie.

FOR RENT
3 bdrm. turn house to
sublet for summer
across from campus.
Util. incl 351-0716.
Rooms 4 Ell for sum
fall. Incl. util Close to
campus 352-8958 after 5.
FIRST TIME '
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
818 Seventh Street 2 bedroom furnished, beat,
water, air cond . cablevision included-dishwasher optional FALL
RATES 4 persons 867 SO

APARTMENTS
RENT. 352-4671

TO

Apts and rooms near
campus Fall and summer rentals Phone 3527365
2 bed. apts. furn . a c.
Special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1490
Clough. Call 354-7541. 3534363 or 353-3143 for information
Apt for rent - 2 bedrooms, turn., bathroom
• a half, air cond Call
Roger. 352-0010
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER Special
rates on 1 and 2 bedrooms or efficiencies.
Call 351-1195 between 126p.m.
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr Furn 2 bed. 2
baths. 8115 mo
3
occupants. 8140 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed furn.. 1
adults 3170 mo Prices
are for a 9 mo lease,
heat 4 water furn . lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 3524384 or 1-193-8682 collect.
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS now renting efficiencies for IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY Call 361-1186
between 11-6 p.m.
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Wilcox is ail-American
as sticker and leader
By Dan Garfield
Asilitaat Sporti Editor

alert In tight contests. I try to keep on my toes and try to
contribute to the total team effort. That's why we are one of
the few undefeated teams in the nation, because we arc all
working together as a team."

Falcon lacrosse all-Amencan Mike Wilcox has gained
several post-season honors the past two years, but one thing
has been lacking--a team championship Wilcox Is tired of
handing out the cigar to rival Midwest Lacrosse Association
i MLA' opponents and is doing something about it.

WILCOX CONQUERS his frustrations of misted shots
with a positive attitude that ths goals will come eventually.
The pressure is off a bit on offense this year because
overall we've done a great job of scoring on man-up
situations, said Wilcox. "But Ive been shut off more this
season. I've missed shots, hit some pipes (shots that hit the
post ■ but I try to think ahead, and say they'll igoalsi come
and shake off the disappointment

This season, a veteran BG ball club has produced 10
straight victories, including a 7-0 mark in the MLA The sixfoot. 200-pound sticker is one reason why the Falcons are
one of the strongest squads in the Midwest
Wilcox's merits are first class on offense and defense In
ths backfield. he has been tabbed all MLA two straight
years and garnered an honorable all-American citation for
defensive stickwork. checking and blocking.
On the scoring end of the field. Wilcox capitalizes on
extra-man advantages He has been a valuable offensive
threat, tallying 17 career goals in man-up penalty situations

AA,IStQr
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Falcon all-American Mik* Wilcox rak»« a flab at th* ball in yeit*rday'»
Midw*it lacroit* A»»ocialion (MIA) 8-5 win ever Ob*rlin Th* BG co-captain
ho» received num«rou> all-league and all-midwott honors, but wants most of
all for this year's squad to go undefeated and win th* elusive MIA crown.

Oberlin scares stickers
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
Mother Nature and the
Oberlin
stickers
collaborated yesterday, but
it wasn't enough as the
Falcons eeked out an 8-5
Midwest Lacrosse Association i MLA i win
The Falcons never got
their powerful horses in
gear as the Yeomen knocked
the careless BG stickers
around in a driving rain at
Doyt L Perry Field Oberlin
came into the game as a big
loser
in past league
contests The Yeomen were
blasted by Michigan State.
10-1 Ohio Wesleyan 18-2.
and Denison. 27-0
But this wasn't the same
squad which had been
demolished Although Oberlin goalie Ken Hirz gave BG
a cheap goal late in the

first quarter, the Yeomen
floated down field with a few
surprises ol their own
Hirz was outstanding in
blocking out many ol the
Falcons tirst period shots
The cheap" goal he gave
up resulted from an attempt
to retrieve a ball that rolled
under his stick and into the
net
That BG break and two
quick first quarter goals at
4 54 and 4 39 were about all
the excitement the Falcons
could muster The Yeomen
took over the offensive
moves
and
promptly
switched the momentum to
their side ol the ledger
Bill
Kunkel and Ted
Hommel led the Yeomen
attack which came into the
game still limping from
injuries sustained in recent
games Hirz made six saves
in the closing minutes of the

first halt to keep Oberlin
within reach at 4 1
THE THIRD period ol
action was as exciting as a
three-ring flea circus ten
BG The Falcons were lifeless-unable to capitalize on
any Yeomen miscues Ober
lin. however, took advantage
of a lew Falcon infractions
to score a deflected goal,
and two man-up tallies
Hommel was a key in
keeping the Yeomen close
by adding two second-half
scores
BG s Verne Zabek the
scoring savior tor the
Falcons
in
yesterday's
game, added one goal and
two assists in the second
halt to secure the Falcons'

10th victory Zabek finished
with three goals and two
assisls lo raise his MLA
leading point total to 48
lit;
coach
Mickey
t'oclu ane credits Oberlin for
scaring Hie Falcons and
breaking up its flawless play
this season
II they would have had a
few more good breaks they
would have beaten us. said
I'ochrane
"We
were
lethargic We showed little
life and we just couldn't play
today We didn't talk at all
out there '
"We learned not to take
any weak team loo lightly
This may be the thing that
saves our season.'' said the
BG mentor

ON DEFENSE, he rarely lets the opposition score In 10
games this season. "Cox" has allowed only one enemy
attachman to score This incredible mark is unfortunately
not recorded in the record books

FREE
c

39 bag of Cain's

CHIPS
With the glorious purchase of
our *1.50 submarine.

Wilcox said that it is tough to get mentally prepared for
the weak teams. Physically, ths junior sticker added, oneon-one situations keep him alert.

MARY MACE BROWN
JENNY CIOLLI
KATHY FANTONE
JANIS FITZGERALD
CATHY GRIGSBY
CHRIS MARTINCIC
VICKI SCHULZE
CHERIE STINE
NANCY T0MK0
PAM TRIMBUR
CATHI YOUNG

cms

Whtre Today's Hobbiis

are Tomorrow's Heirlooms
**w*»«te»«>*>ii*»>*»i*^^

The Brothers of

Pi Kappa Alpha

Surprise

MOM

congratulate their couples

with a
Shirt printed
especially
for HER!

Cheryl Rinaldi - Ken Stachowski

lavaliered

Diane Kenig • Ron Dunn

lavaliered

Caroline Moody - Mark Hueme .

lavaliered

Pair, Bishop - Bob McMillan ...

lavaliered

Denise Capizzi ■ Dan Pferffenberger lavaliered

SAVE 10% on any
Jersey printed for Mom

Terri Rini - Mike Barber

pinned

Chris Conover • Tom Daly

pinned

Debby Baske - Ken Brushaber

THE DEN

..

engaged

Pat Davis • Glenn Foster

engaged

Linda Brown - Marty Murphy ...

engaged

Oarlene Rayner - Walt Becker-advisor engaged
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U.A.O. & S.G.A,

PAGLIAI'S

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
WELCOMES THEIR
11 BABY LYRES!!!

Crafts
1

Jfrencjllnot

"The hardest part of the game for me is *.o out-think my
attacking opponents." said Wilcox "On man-down defense.
I trv to talk more and communicate with the defense to be

Thurs.
5 p.m. — Midnight
only

-»«*' Lrtu touth Florist"

The Perfect Gift
For The
Creative Mother

The hardest thing is to keep the guys thinking one game
at a time. It's so easy to overlook games likeOU. Oberlin or
Wooster. and just think about the Denisons and Wesleyans
all the time That's how undefeated teams get knocked off '

IIIIIMItlNIIIINIIIIIII

1004 S. MAIN
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BUCILLA NEEDLECRAFT

One major responsibility as co-captain of our undefeated
team is not to let the team get down." said Wilcox. idomy
part as captain to see that the morale stays high by
maintaining a positive winning attitude and keeping good
discipline between teammates.

2 Machines - No waiting

Send her the FT L) Sweet Surpnse|
for Mother s Day I May 12th)

Ai an independent
buynewTMn. each
FTD Mrn*e> Flomt
sets h<s o*r pntes I
1974 Florists
Transcend Delivery

3BSB.E

Thursday Night At Pagliai's

Send Mom a care
package

Send it today It
couldn't be easier
Just call or visit
i your nearby FTD Florist. Tell him
I you want the FTD Sweot Surprise.
One's all flowers the other, growing
plants with flower accents. Both
come in dainty hand-painted ceramic
flower buckets. An Extra Touch
gift she'll love Your FTD Florist can
send your Sweet Surprise almost
anywhere in the CIS or Canada

Wilcox said on the road, nobody likes the ail-American
enemy, and the added pressure makes playing a lot tougher.
Besides attackmen always trying to show me up on ths
field. I'm picked out by the fans for criticism away from
home," said Wilcox "I'm harassed quite a bit on the road.
"When you're on top, make a distinction or get an honor,
everyone is trying to knock you off the top of the pile. That's
the way it has been this year

Presents

Ph. 352-7571

r■

SPRING WEEK-END
Thursday, May 9

iHelp

JAMES TAYLOR

KRRfTlA
Help You
Takt this coupon to ZIP'Z, end when you do,
10 cants of your purchase will go to KARMA.
KARMA is an organization that helps people
who are hassled by drug use or abuse, confidentially and for free.
Offer oood only at the Bowling Green ZIP'Z
store.

Friday ■ May 10

Saturday, May 11

12-3 p.m. - Symposiums
1-5 - Volleyball - Front of Union
2-5 p.m. - Happy Hours - Falcon's Nest.
"Lightnin Dan Review"
3-8 p.m. - Booths in Front of Hayes Hall

10 p.m. - 8 p.m. - Antique Show - Browsing Room
Union

5-11 p.m. - 2 bands in front F. Williams Hall
Argyle & James Nichols Sextet
6:30 p.m. -10:00 - Spring Dip - Natatorium, Free

3-8 p.m. - Spring Dip - Natatorium - Free

11 30 p.m. -

1-5 p.m - Soda Shop - Cardinal Room - Reduced

In Concert" - Union Amphitheater

9 p.m. - Midnight Cardinal Room - Catfish Myers
- Woody Ahneman - Pitcher Beer

Mill

1-5 p.m. - Volleyball - Front of Union

1-5 p.m. - Bowling - 3 games 11.00 - Buckeye
Room Union
1-5 p.m. - Half Price Billiards - Buckeye Room
Union

6-8:15 - 10:30 - U.A.O. Campus - "Dirty Harry" Main Aud. Univ. Hall

Prices
6-8:15 - 10:30 - "Dirty Harry"
9 p.m. - Midnight - Cardinal Room. Catfish Myers
- Woody Ahneman - Pitcher Beer
12 Midnight - Movies - Union Amphitheater

Baseballers cash in
on Selgo's hot bat
By JackO'Breia
Executive Sports Editor
Baseball speculators would be reaping huge prolils today
if they had invested in Dick Selgo stock last year
The value ol a common share ot the junior leftliclder s
stock has skyrocketed over liM) points on the Falcon batting
exchange since last season
A year ago Selgo hit a measly 220 alter averaging 287 as
a Ireshman This season the i II". 175-pounder from
Pettisvllle is smashing the cowhide at a 344 clip alter 34
games
What i.iused the Midden turnabout''
"NO ONE spec Hic thing but a combination said Selgo
I feel I in stronger 'his year I m going with the pitch
Instead ol trying to pull everything and I've got a lot ol
confidence since I gol oil loa good start
I thought I u.is capable ol bitting thai good 'over 3001
but I began todoubl mysell last year he added I got mj
confidence back this summer in the Illinois Collegiate
League I lnl around 3M and was really looking forward to
this season to show thai last yeai was a mistake
In addition to being among the MidAmerican
Conlerence s M VC> lop ten hitters Selgo leads the Falcon
diamondmen in home runs with live and runs baited in
iRBI'Si with 27 His HHI output this season is quite a
contrast i>> lasl year - total "i it' and is only lout shori ol the
Bowling Green single season mat K ol 34
I in hilling good and the mil s jusi seem i« be Killing
Into place
said Selgo
I'm coming through more this
yeai Lasl yeai I gol so frustrated about leaving men on
base

Lasl Friday
Zeke came through in grand style as he
belled a game "inning home run over the right Held Fence in
the bottom ol Ihe seventh inning againsi Ohio I Diversity at
Steller Field
"I SEEM to lilt some ol my bell Shots when the wind is
ml hitting the long ball hul
blowin in I in not thinking abou
jusl making contact
he said
II seems thai whenever I
tr\ to lul a home runoi swing hard i pop up or guundout."
What aboul Hie
ilie wind"
It s hard to keep it out ol youi mind as hard as it blows
ire sometimes,
Selgo explained
I try to block

i

everything out ol my mind but the pitcher when I'm at the
plate Sometimes it (the windi can help you or sometimes
it can hurt you I've seen routine lly balls carried over the
fence and home runs held up by the wind
Alter splitting his first two seasons between rightfield and
second base. Zeke'' has apparently found himself a home
in led field this season
I leel more relaxed playing the outfield.'' he explained
In the inlield I always had to be thinking about bunts,
steals and pick-off plays If I made an error. I tended to let it
affect my hitting
ALTHOl'GH HE can t say what it would take, the Falcon
slugger hopes for a chance to play professional baseball He
said he believes the scouts look lor a good hitter who can
also hit tin power
A snapshooting guard tor the past two seasons on the
Falcon varsity basketball team. Zeke" admits he likes
baseball better than basketball
The main reason is ever since I was in Little League I
dreamt ol playing pro baseball
he said
I've always
really liked basketball but not with the same intensity I like
baseball
Selgo said the immediate transition Irom basketball to
baseball does have an elfect on his arm.
"It hurts my arm." he explained "It's hard to get my
arm ready that quick consequently I had a sore arm in the
early part of the spring
AS FAR AS the MAC season Selgo said it has become
more exciting as a result ol Ihe new seven inning rule and
sine Hi leami are eligible lor the title.
1 kinda like it (playing seven innings instead of nine)."
he olded "Games seem lo zip along faster instead of
dragging on
Whal .ilium having in pla) iwo weekend league doubleheaders
It s line with me I love playing conlerence games," said
Selgo
I don i mind pla) ing back-to-back doubleheaders as
long as we have enough pitchers to throw and we usually
do
With IS games Including six conlerence contests,
remaining on Ihe 1S74 Falcon baseball schedule, "Zeke"
appears on Hidebound to a ii i old smashing season.

Golfers vie for individual title
among individuals bill two
ol Ins teammates Curl
Sampson and llerbie Page
rank
17 lb and
lHth
respectively

R> IH.k It.'.'s

Stall Writer
I In race fOI individual
honors in the Mid American
Conlerence
\l.\c> goli
championships
could
be
moie interesting than the
learn race

Three individuals Irom
Miami should be in the light
tin lop spot lleHosa Hill
Wellman and Chip Mom
ginnery played well in the
Falcon Invitational here two
weeks ago

The loop hoa-i- mam top
lllghl slick swingers and as
many as 15 golfers arc
expected lo be in contention
lor Ihe lop individual spol

iinh among Individuals this
yeai
\oi them Illinois which
should make a Strong bid for
the team title. »UI rcsl its
hopes upon Mick Soli the
league ■
second-leading
goltel and Si oil W'ohslei
who t .inks Kith

THE TOP live individuals
including
medalist Mike
Morrow ol Kenl are back
Irom lasl year The otliei
four in order are BG s Ken
Walters Ohio a Hi i.in Webb
Miami s Have HeUos.i and
Hi; • Steve Mossing
The latest M \C statistics
bsi Morrow in the 38th spol

Central Michigan s top
linksmen are Ken Keskitalo
and
Dan
Hughes
and

Toledo's led Ossofl ranks

to watch me I guess my
timing was a little oil
Last
Saturday, the
senior's timing was right as
he upset favored Mike
Irmen ol Kent State to
quality for the NCAA meet
June6-8al Austin, Tex
Spiers' victory iH 59.4 ■
sparked the Falcons to a tn
angular meet win over 01'
and Kent State al Wlnttaker
Field

Four years ago Falcon
spikei Jim Spiei s fell Hal on
his l.ice III a water pit after
clearing a barrier in the
3.000 meter steeplei base
race
It was really embai
rassing,
he said
It
happened in the Central
Collegiate meet here ,ii lit;
and all im friends came out

Kenny White

Thanks for the memories;
it's been a good year
DEARDR MOORE
1 would like to take ibis tune before you put my mug shot
in the Alumni House reference ilies to present a few ol im
memories as this yeai - sports editoi
Foi my lasl piece ol hot I opy, I thought a letter would be
an approptiate ending holme the) put my epitaph in this
Sp.ll I'

Overall I would have to term the year a success Even
though Ihe stall was limited in manpower lour writers I
the qualit) of the coverage not the quantity surpassed mj
expectations
I believe the I'niversit) - sports teams gave the tans
mam exciting moments but in my opinion the varsity
squads were poor!) supported-excepl hockey- as the year
progressed Sometimes I really wondered what athletics
meant here
Foi those lans who did support the athletic teams. I would
like to commend you tor your enthusiasm
BEING SPORTS editor was hardly ihe glamourous oasis
some people thought
Well, let me get to the point
This year has been a big int luence on me as tar as dealing
with people It is really outstanding to think about Criticism
was plentiful and recognition was languishing somewhere in
the realms ot oblivion
I would be totally dishonest to say that when 1 took the job
last May. I had no idea it would be like walking through field
of broken glass wearing a pair of paper slippers
I knew ihe job would be tough as well as touchy 1 was also
aware that if you tried to keep everybody happy, something
I know you Dr Moore, have vast experience in. you would
get burned
What stunned me the most about the job were the many
many people trying to influence and run the paper It was
really tunny how some people thought that our little sports
section caused certain teams to lose games or influence the
players attitudes
The campus probably has some of the state's best sports
coverage, and I'm sure that next year's staff can keep up the
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Spiers finds the limelight at last
By Jerry M.isek

EASTERN MICHIGAN
features a brother com
lilll.ition ol Hob and Tom
I'lolien Hob is lhs MAC s
lop gollei
with a 74 I
.netage Tom ranks ninth
With a 7ti II

The BG NewS!

Competition begins at I SO
a in tomorrow on the University goll course and con
Unites Saturday The second
hall ol the championships
will he played at Kent next
weekend

Walters who ranks lOUl Hi
in the loop with a 75 n
average leads the Falcon

Webb and Blake Wall hold
the key io ci s fortunes
Webb was medalist and
Watt the runner-up in the
Falcon Invitational and thus
should be prepared lor the
He; course

Team goll is important
and it I the idea behind the
championship To win the
crown an entire team must
pla) well Bin individual
totals also are considered
lot a troph)

contingent John Stewart.
Jim Decker. Sieve Mossing.
and Mark McConnell also
have Ihe potential to be
among the leaders.

work it they are supported People are just going to have to
realize that the News is not run by a bunch ol scatter brains
There are some damn good journalists working lor the
papet and people should stop being afraid to admit It
Lei me just close this letter by saying that I hope the
school athletic learns excel to their highest echelons next
year and thanks lor giving me the chance of a lifetime It

was real

Sincerely.
Kennv White

It was the lust time I'd
ever won on this track.
Spiers said
Before. I'd
always taken second to Sid
Sink. Steve Danforth, or
Tracy Elliott."
The lanky runner was one
of live Ihinclads who missed
practice with the flu last
week and he said he had a
hard time breathing during
the race
1 passed up Irmen about
hallway through the race.'
he said
He i Irmen> was
tired He tried to challenge
once but lell back On the
last lap. I heard my time
being called out and realized
I had a chance lo break nine
minutes so 1 kicked it out
the lasl lap
' Alter the race. Sink told
me my lime, and I went
wild
It was great-my
biggest thrill
Irmen is ranked seventh in
the nation by Track and
field News " Spiers time
was his best ol the season by
17 seconds and his personal
low by 10 seconds
The steeplechase race is a
"diflerent kind of running
event, and Spiers linds it
stimulating

HOWARD'S
COLD BEER

BOOZE
Fine Tunes

LIVE MUSIC - 7 NITES A WEEK

Tonite - The Muskadine Blues Band
FRIDAY

Big Bill Strickland
•••••••••••••

"I had a bad year as a high
school senior and wanted to
quit during my freshman
year here, he said 1 tried
the steeplechase because
it's more interesting than
the other distance events,
and 1 like lo jump
Besides. I used to be a
hurdler in the eighth grade
he said
The senior runs about 15

miles a day training lor the
event
One ot Spiers goals is to
run an 8 48 2 and make the
list of the top ten BG
steeplechase times, which is
published annually in the
track
media
brochure
Former All-American Sink
holds all 10 marks including
the American record ol
8 264.

Dial Falcon Hotline

Spiers, who piaced tourth
in the league last season
will be competing in a highly
competitive tield next
weekend in the Mid-American Conference i MAC i meet
at Kent He said any one ol
10 runners could win
His goals for the rest ot
the season are to place in the
MAC, make a good showing
at the NCAA, and not to fall
in any more water pits

372-BGSU

Spring Week-End
Symposiums Friday, May 10
10-12 - Peter Kauber - 515 Life Sci.
- Consciousness Expansion
• Political Development
12-2 • Conrad Pritcher — 335 Educ.
• Educational Reform
12-2 Richard Burke — 363 Educ.
• Educational Techniques
12-3 - Peter Wood - 209 Educ.
- Educational Techniques
12-2 • Dr. James Shulman — 107 Hanna
- Awareness & Drug Behavior
12-2 • Tom Joyce - Karma Staff — 306 Hanna
• Drugs
1-3 - WOMEN- 114 Educ.
- Rape

SATURDAY

THE DAVE WORKMAN BLUES BAND
Featuring Willie Pooch

Sponsored by U.A.O. & S.G.A.
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